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Rhetoric On 'Peripheral'Issues

Presidential Campaign
Enters Its Second Week
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FIRST PERFORMANCE — The Murray State University Racer marching band made its initial appearance of the 1980
football season Saturday night at the Murray State-Southeast Missouri game. The 170-member band, including a 32member flag corps, has been on campus since Aug. 17 in almost day-long rehearsals working to perfect its
arrangements this season. Band director is David Wells, who is starting his sixth year in that position. Assistant director is Randy Hiedlebaugh, a graduate assistant from Lexington, Ohio.

By The Associated Press
Ronald Reagan was defending
himself against criticism on Social
Security, George Bush was defending
Reagan as a "peace candidate," and
John Anderson weighed in with more in
the debate on debates.
So it went as the fall presidential
campaign entered its second week Sunday, with much of the rhetoric still concentrating on issues such as Republican
'Reagan's 1964 comments on Social
Security, the Klu Klux Klan, and who
would debate whom.
Bush, the Republican vice presidential candidate, himself questioned the
direction the campaign was taking
when asked about Reagan's statement
last month that he had doubts about the
theory of evolution.
"I'm not going to answer that," Bush
said. "I'm not going to answer
peripheral questions that do nothing but
divert the American people from the
No. 1 issue — getting Americans back
to work."
Bush made the statement in an inter-

Curris Says Fulltime Students Increase By 200

Regents Hear Murray State Enrollment Up
The Murray State University Board
of Regents heard a report by the
school's president on enrollment and
acted on a number of items at its
weekend meeting.
Among items approved Saturday
were admendrnents to the university's
tenure policy which has been in effect
since 1975 as well as approving tenure
for Dr. Joe King, associate professor of
biological sciences, a university

Glass Resigns
As Calloway
Band Director
Cecil Glass, head band director at
Calloway County High School, submitted his letter of resignation from that
post effective Sept. 15, according to Dr.
Jack Rose,superintendent.
Rose said the school board will act on
the letter in its Thursday meeting. He
added that "its my intention that the
board will accept the letter."
The board also will consider
replacements who will be best for the
program and the students. Rose said.
The superintendent added that he felt
the resignation also included Glass's
position as a teacher. Glass was
unavailable for comment on the matter.
Glass has been band director pt the
high school for the past three years.

spokesman said .
The regents also:
— Voted to seek bids on the university's life and medical insurance program,
— Approved a faculty grevience procedure,
--Accepted a gift of an antique grand
piano valued at $1,000-$1,200 from Mrs.
Jo Travis Jenkins of Sturgis.
Murray State University President
Dr. Constantine W. Curris made a
report to the board at the Saturday
meeting, saying that enrollment is still
fluctuating but fulltime enrollment is
up by about 200 studehts. "We have the
largest freshman class ih about a
decade," he added.
Curris said the residency hall occupancy rate is about 100 percent with
200 more in campus housing than a year
ago and both the resident halls and dining systems are fully self-sufficient as
far as meeting bond payment requirements.
There is no longer any need to subsize
housing and dining from the university's general fund, Curris said, as had
been the case in recent years.
The changes in the tenure policy are a
result of intensive review by the faculty
senate, university academic administrators and legal counsel, Curris
told the board, prior to its approving the
recommendations.
Dr. Curris summarized the recommended changes in the tenure policy as
follows:
• The policy clearly allows faculty

New Miss America Discusses
ERA, Several Other Topics
By JEAN CRICHTON
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — The new Miss America, Susan Powell,
thinks the Equal Rights Amendment "is beautiful because it's got people
talking about women's rights and about women" — but she does not support
it.
"But I'm not sure that the ERA as an amendment is the answer," the 21year-old Oklahoma City University senior said Sunday."Women without the
ERA will have their own rights. Women are very strong."
Miss Powell says she never has encountered discrimination in her own,
life.
She appeared today on the "Today" show, and for the next 10 days will be
flying between New York and Los Angeles for appearances on behalf of
pageant sponsors.
But before she left the site of her Saturday triumph, Miss Powell answered
a host of questions on sex, money, drugs, love and her professional ambitions.
"I am very competitive," said Elk City, Okla.'s first Miss America."As a
child, I used to watch Miss America on television, put a sheet around my
neck with a pin and sing,'There She Is.' It's been my dream."
A soprano who won district Metropolitan Opera auditions this year in
Oklahoma. the 54th Miss America took the crown with a witty rendition of
"1.ucy's Aria"from the opera,"The Telephone."
She plans to use her $20,000 scholarship for voice lessons and hopes to sing
with a major opera company someday.
The green-eyed Miss Powell says she's a "middle class" woman from a
small town who relaxes by watching television.
When she's not at Oklahoma City University, she lives with her mother.
Vinita, who is divorced from her father, Wendell Powell.
She doesn't have a boyfriend and said premarital sex is "not right for me
at this time in my life."
About marriage,she said: "I will marry only if 1 meet someone I can't live
without."
The new MisS America says abortion should be a matter of choice for a
woman and her doctor, but said she personally was against it.
She has never used illegal drugs and supports decriminalization, not
legalization, of marijuana,she said.
Miss Powell said she would support a draft for women "if it meant living in
a free country," but would not revea. her presidential choice.

members whose employment is financed by soft money,(grants etc.) to continue employment beyond seven years,
while at the same time making provisions that if such faculty are
subsequently appointed to regular, continuing funded positions, they would be
eligible for tenure consideration.
• The "eligibility" section is clarified to
avoid the confusion and misintepretatrins experienced last year.
• The basis for the awarding of tenure
has been clarified to state explicitly
that the performance of faculty and the
needs of the university will both be considered.(a I The "attainment of the appropriate professional degree" has
been set out as a separate criterion. lb)

the "needs of the university" have been
defined.
• Systematic and timely communication procedures have been established
throughout the tenure recommending
process.
• The vice-president for the academic
program has been given clear responsibilities as a tenure recommending
agent; concomitantly, he will no longer
serve on the university tenure committee the appeals committee).
• The annual evaluation of faculty
( established by the board in its recently
adopted salary policy) has been tied to
the tenure policy.
• The appeals provisions now guarantee
procedural due process to faculty appealing tenure denials.

President Okays Two-Thirds Of
Cabinet; Hostages In 310th Day
By The Associated Press
In another step toward debate on the
American hostages, Iranian President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr accepted twothirds of Prime Minister Mohammad
Ali Rajai's proposed cabinet and submitted the names to Parliament for approval. But Bani-Sadr and Rajai remained at odds over the other seven
ministers.
Tehran Radio reported Bani-Sadr accepted 14 of the 21 ministers nominated
by Rajai, who was elected prime
minister by the Majlis, or Parliament,
after Bani-Sadr's first choice for the job
was rejected. The broadcast said Rajai
nominated seven other men for the-vacant posts, but five of them were the

same nominees Bani-Sadr refused to
agree to earlier. Hossdein Musavi, Rajai's pick for foreign minister.
In a letter to the Majlis, the prime
minister said he hoped Bani-Sadr "will
finalize the investigation of some cases
and that I can take the necessary
measures to introduce the rest of the
members of the Cabinet."
The Majlis will begin consideration of
the cabinet nominations on Tuesday,
Radio Tehran said. Approval of the
lineup will advance the Parliament
another step toward consideration of
problems facing the country, including
the fate of the 52 American hostages
who today were spending their 310th
day in captivity.

view on NBC's "Meet the Press," while
his running mate, Reagan, was campaigning in Philadelphia, and independent presidential candidate Anderson
was in upstate New York.
Both President Carter and Vice
President Walter F. Mondale took the
day off Sunday, but they are to head out
campaigning again Tuesday — Carter
to New Jersey and Mondale to Chicago.
On Sunday, Reagan promised a
"strong and reliable" Social Security
system in a speech to a senior citizens
rally in Philadelphia.
"As president," he said, "I will defend the integrity of the Social Security
system. That system will be strong,
reliable and protected under a Reagan
administration."
Reagan's comment came after
Carter charged last week that the
Republican had once suggested making
Social Security voluntary.
The Republican nominee had already
denied the accusation repeatedly. Actually, speaking in October 1964 in
behalf of GOP presidential candidate
Barry M. Goldwater, he had asked
rhetorically in discussing Social Security whether it would be possible to "introduce voluntary features that would
permit a citizen to do better on his own
. Bush, in the broadcast interview,
defended Reagan's Aug. 18 assertion
that U.S. involvement in the Vietnam
War was a "noble cause," noting that
young Americans had fought nobly and
"Vietnam veterans did sacrifice."
Bush said Reagan's statement does
not mean that as president he would be
likely to lead the United States into a
prolonged military conflict abroad.
"Governor Reagan is going to be the

peace candidate because he is going to
keep this country strong enough to
deter aggression," he said.
Anderson, meanwhile, predicted in a
television interview on ABC's "Issues
and Answers" that he will debate
Carter and then his campaign will take
off.
He accused Carter of trying to exclude him from the first presidential
debate with Reagan for "his own
selfish, perceived political advantage,"
and said that Americans won't stand
for it.

Lions Club
Prepares For
Radio Auction
The Murray Lions Club already has
started preparation for its annual radio
auction, set for Oct. 27-29 over WNBS
and WAAW, according to Groover
Parker, club president; and David
Bogard,auction committee chairman.
Lion members, according to Bogard,
will be given solicitation cards Tuesday
for selected businesses. They will be
making personal contacts with city and
county businesses in an effort to secure
contributions of items suitable for sale
at the auction.
Parker indicated that the proceeds
from the auction will be used to assist
the club's ongoing projects including
sight conservation, blood bank and
Kentucky Eye Research Foundation
scholarships.
Parker expressed his and the club's
appreciation to local merchants for
their meaningful contributions to the
success of this year's auction.

Communist Head's Action
Causes Factory.Strike
WARSAW,Poland(AP) — Dissidents
today reported workers have struck an
airplane factory in southeastern Poland
because a local Communist Party
leader sought to keep them from forming an independent trade union, one of
the key concessions granted strikers in
this country's labor crisis.
The dissidents claimed Alojzy Kotarba,first secretary of the party committee for the Rzeszow region, told
workers in Mielec that there was "no
need for independent trade unions" in
the area. He allegedly asked workers to
sign petitions declaring they would not
organize unions independent of party
and government control in accordance
with agreements made by the regime
with strikers in Gdansk, Szczecin and
Silesia.
The agreements apply nationwide,
according to the government.
Dissidents said workers at the Mielec
airplane plant were in the fourth day of
their walkout. It was not known how
many workers were on strike at the

plant, a major producer of airplanes,
motorcycles and other transport products.
More scattered strikes brought a
warning from Warsaw Radio that the
new rights promised workers recently
may be held up if the walkouts continue.
Poland's Council of Ministers, the
senior government organization, has
ratified increases in pay and
allowances promised under
agreements to end recent strikes, the
party paper Try buns Ludu reported.
The newspaper said the council set
the minimum monthly wage at $80, an
increase of about $13.59. In addition,
retirement pay will be increased by
$16.50 to a minimum of $70 amonth,and
allowances for families will be standardized, the paper sbid.
During last month's strikes, workers
complained that party members, police
and the military received higher family
allowances than other people in a society that supposedly stresses equality.

'You Deserve A Break Today'
Itemizing Deductions Means Added Savings To Taxpayers
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
You don't have to wait for Congress to
cut your tax bill. You can give yourself
a break instead.
Herb Paul, a partner in the management consulting and accounting firm of
Touche & Ross, said most people "end
up paying too much in taxes."
About two-thirds of all taxpayers take
the standard deduction rather than
itemizing, which Paul said is a mistake.
"Most people, if they truly go through
their records,should itemize," he said.
The standard deduction — formally
known as the zero bracket amount — is
$2,300 for single people and $3,400 for
married couples. To decide whether to
itemize, you have to figure out whether
your deductions add up to more than
the standard amount.
Here are some questions to consider:
—Are you tying a house' More than
half of all faffillies are, and Paul said
most of them should itemize so they can
take advantage of deductions for mortgage interest and property taxes.
—Do you live in a place where there
are relatively high state and local income taxes? If you itemize, you can
deduct these taxes on your federal
return.
—Do you throw away old clothes and
furniture" Give them to charitOland get
a receipt. The donation is deductible.
—Do you use credit cards and pay off

your bills a little bit at a time? The interest is deductible — if you itemize.
—Do you spend more than average on
items on which there is a sales tax?
Paul said the estimates for sales-tax
deductions in the government-provided
tables are too low for many people. If
you keep even a rough record of your
spending, you will probably find extra
dollars to deduct, particularly if you
have made a major purchase like an
automobile.
"There are little techniques that ease
the(tax ) burden," Paul said, and one of
them is timing. You may be able to
lump your deductions together in one
year so it pays to itemize.
Suppose,for example, a married couple expects deductions that would add
up to about $3,100 this year and again in
1981. At first glance, it seems as though
it would not pay to itemize.
Suppose, however, that couple can
transfer some deductible spending
from one year to another — by paying a
medical bill early or making a
charitable contribution in December instead of January. Assume the couple
can boost 1980 deductions to $3,700 while
cutting expected 1961 cleductions to
$2,400. _They can itemize on the return
they file next April — taking advantage
of the $3,700 in deductions -- and can
still take the full standard deduction of
63,400 in the following year. Without
spending anything extra, they ha'

boosted the value of the two years of
deductions to $7,100, instead of the
$6,800 available with the zero bracket
amount.
Note: The zero bracket amount may

increase under proposals now in Congress, meaning the specific figures of
tax planning will change. The principle
of timing your deductions remains the
same,however.

inside today
The Murray State University Racers won the season opener against
Southeast Missouri State University, 19-6, on Saturday. The Murray Civic
Music Association membership drive is under way. Look to Page 6 for
game details and to Page 9for more on the membership drive.
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Fair tonight. Lows in the upper
60s. Partly sunny and continued
hot Tuesday with a chance of
thunderstorms. Highs in the mid
90s.
Extended Forecast
Showers ending and turning
cooler southeast early Wednesday. Otherwise fair and pleasant
Wednesday through Friday
Highs in the 70s and low-80s. Lows
i^ 'baiOs and low 60s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
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Too long on laxatives
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

I am
DEAR DR LAMB
concerned about my husband
Many years ago he had an
operation for hemorrhoids
and is afraid of becoming
constipated He takes 12 or 1:1
Milk of Magnesia tablets' at
night. Please tell me it this
can warm him
Yes. it
DEAR READER
can. After all these years of
taking Such 4 large dose of
laxatives. he'll probably need
some professional help to get
rid of the habit lie can help
avoid constipation by using a
proper diet that includes adequate amounts of bulk He
may need some bowel training and other help. however.
at this stage of his problem
I don't believe in the regular use of any of the magnesium salt laxatives. These salts
work by "purging the bowels...
A major portion of the magnesium stays in the bowel and
draws water out of your circulation and body? tissues. In
this way the excess water
stimulates bowel function. In
larger amounts it can cause
frank diarrhea.
Magnesium salts may act in
other ways as well. The principle action is by their inability to be absorbed from the
digestive tract. This is not
complete and that's . why they
can be dangerous About 20
percent of the magnesium cah
be absorbed into the bloodstream In a normal person
who has normal kidney function,- that. won't . pose any.
major problem because the
kidneys will just simply get
rid -of the excess- magnesium
The problem is in the person who has any abnormality
in kidney function for- any
reason. This is particularly
apt to occur in older people.
They may not be able to eliminate this 20 percent of magnesium that's absorbed. As a
result, the magnesium level in
the body builds up rapidly-and
this canbe particularly hazardous in older people. It can
ffect tne :unction of 'the
ihr'r,it
the or,
,'ous system.
sending you The Health
Letter.. aumbe_t_12,8. Laxatives. Enemas and Suppositories. to give you information
. that applies to most of the
available axative-type products, which ones are useful
Vint Thurs. 9/ t

and how many of them can be
harmful Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper, P
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
.
For most people with ordinary bowel problems they
should limit their use of laxatives to one of the bulk-forna
ing agents if they need this
kind of help at all
DEAR DR LAMB
I've
had a swollen gland for 12
years at the uppermost part
of my leg There is no pain
This past year though.
because I've been very active,
it has been bothersome Could
this be treated without
surgery" I'm 59 and have
been taking medic"--- 0-- '

blood pressure for two years
-When
DEAR READER
in doubt, take it out," is not a
good idea in all cases but it is
often a good idea regarding
lumps It is important to know
what a lump is before deciding what to do about it. The
length of time you have had
your lump suggests that it is
not dangerous But is it really
a lymph gland? If so. do you
have other swollen lymph
glands and why are they
enlarged" Is it something else,
such as a small femoral
hernia" The point I'm making
is that it will have to be examined before anyone can tell
you what it is. Your doctor
may have a pretty good idea
by feeling it. If he is still in
doubt then he too will want to
be sure what it is before
advising you.

DEAR ABBY: What does a healthy, normal, 25-year-old
girl do when no man will date her because she looks like
ehe's "for girls"?
I'm tall, slim, athletic and a college graduate. I keep my
hair short because it's more convenient for tennis, swimming and sailing. I wear very little makeup and prefer
tailored clothes. Get the picture? I love fun, but I'm not
asked for dates, so I do what other dateless girls do — I go
out with the girls.
Several people have told me that guys think I prefer girls.
Nothing could be further from the truth, but I can't wear•a
sign to that effect.
So tell me, Dear Abby, how can I let a man know I am a
warm, loving female who would be thrilled to death Whave
a date, a love affair and eventually a husband, without
throwing myself at a guy's feet?
FRUSTRATED IN SANTA MONICA
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Don't throw. yourself at a
guy's feet, but do pitch a little. Come up with tickets
to something or an invitation somewhere, and invite
a man to be your escort. If you strike out, don't be
discouraged; try again with another man. God helps
those who help themselves.
•• •
DEAR ABBY: Here's the scenario: My wife and_Lare
a
lovely restaurant. A friend of ours (a
having dinner in
woman)spots us just as she is leaving, so she stops by our
table to say hello. Naturally I stand -up as soon as she
approaches our table.
She says, "Please don't get up." I get up anyway. She
continues to talk to my wife while I remain standing. Then
she says,"Please, sit down," and she talks some more. I do
not sit down because I would feel uncomfortable seated
while a lady is standing by my table.
Meanwhile she is talking a mile a minute to my wife, so I
interrupt with,"May I get you a chair?" She doesn't take the
hint, but instead says, "No, I'll only be another minute."
Abby, by that time I am really ticked off. Had you been in
my shoes, what would you have done?
CHICAGOAN
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DEAR CHICAGOAN: I'd have put my shoes under
my table.
•• •
DEAR ABBY: Re: PROBLEM ROCKER This may not
help the lady with the 19-year-old son who still rocks in his
bed, as this may have become some kind of habit. I had a
"rocker" baby, and because I noticed that he panted when
climbing a set of stairs, I took him to the doctor.
The doctor asked me if my child rocked in bed. The
diagnosis was that he had enlarged adenoids, and the
rocking moved these adenoids and allowed him to breathe
better.
After having the adenoids removed (age 13 months), he
never rocked in bed again. Maybe this will help some new
mothers.
M.L.R. IN HOUSTON

999IfitsJiik

plot of
4,1/11rocke

lbre Thom 9/1 1
— 7:20,9:

KURT
RUSSELL

DEAR M.L.R.: I heard from a surprising number of
"rockers." Many claimed they were cured by meditation, vitamins, prayer, hypnosis and marriage.
Readers of all ages, men and women, reported that
they're still rocking, and other than an occasional
poke in the ribs from a sleepy spouse, it hasn't hurt
them.

TI,.'-i. 9 1 1
7:15.1:15

• ••
DEAR ABBY: Regarding your multiple letters column on
barking dogs, I suggest to all those frustrated readers,
FIGHT BACK! Raise roosters! Sincerely,
JONATHAN M. WILLIAMS, M.D.

t St 753-3314

H way 121 S •753 3314

•••
Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How To Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend

A SERIES OF MEETINGS
At The

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ
Sept. 11-13
7:30 PM Nightly
5 Miles East of Murray on Hwy. 280
For Transportation Call 753.3629 or 759-4654

Willie Bradshaw of Paducah
Speaker(Singer)

Free

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Events Planned At Murray Club

COLLECTS CANS — Kriesta Gaines, 8, daughter of Tommy and lane Gaines, walked along South Highway 783
and within one hour filled two bags with aluminum cans
for the Murray High School Band Boosters' fund for the
Macy's trip to New York City.

To Mississippi Is
Planned By JPHS
Dating Average Improves
With Right Pitch

Bo

Ladies Day-

Fall Tour-

By Abigail Van Buren

Mirray
Ledger & Times

Monroe County, Mississippi
is the target area for the 22nd
Annual Tour of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society
on Saturday,Oct. 4.
Dr. Hunter Mancock and his
wife, Christian, have already
made the preliminary run and
secured tickets for all points
on the trip. The Murray couple
has arranged a joint commemorative ceremony with
the Monroe County Historical
Society at the Treaty site, 10
miles north of Aberdeen.
Dr. Wendell Rone, president
of the Society, will board the
tour at Mayfield. The planned
itinerary includes the Natchez
Trace Parkway Headquarters
at Tupelo for a rest stop; The
Chickasaw Village site;
Tupelo National Battlefield
Site; Lake Monroe for lunch;
Commemorative ceremony at
the Treaty Grounds of 1818;
brief visit to the Tombigbee
construction;
Waterway
Gaines Trace which was the
route taken by Jackson and
Shelby; visitation to two picturesque homes in Aberdeen;
and the evening banquet at the
Old Country Store and Casey
Jones Museum in Jackson,
Tenn.
The 49 passenger bus must
be subscribed by Sept. 20 or all
checks will be returned. Cost
of the tour will be $33 per person. Non-members will be accepted on a contingency basis
only. No reservation refunds
will be accepted after Sept. 20
unless a replacement is

available or obtained.
Checks should be mailed immediately to Secretary
Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe
Creason Drive, Benton, Kentucky,42025.
The bus will leave the
Paducah Greyhound station at
5 a.m.; Mayfield bus station at
5:40 a.m.; and the Murray bus
station at 6:20 a.m. Persons
from other areas must arrange to board at one of these
three stops.

Ladies day events will be
held at the Murray Country
Club on Wednesday,Sept. 10.
Luncheon
A ladies day luncheon will
be served at 12 noon with Emmy Edwards as chairman of
the hostesses. Reservations
should be made by today for
the Wednesday luncheon.
Other hostesses will be Dean
Poston, Lynn Stout, Frances
Matarazzo, Betty Miller, Jo
Curris, Deanna Parker, Billie
Carroll, Kitty Freeman, Lynn
Houston, Rowena Cullom,
Eleanor Diuguid, Ramona
Steely, Jo Williams, and
Marilyn Walker.
Bridge
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Imogene Hughes
and Ann Doran as hostesses.
Golf
Ladies day golf will be held
with a scramble. Play will
start with a shot gun tee off at
9 a.m. Veneta Sexton will be
golf hostess and anyone who
cannot play should call someone in their foursome.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee No.1
Betty Jo Purdom, Euldene
Robinson, Chris Graham, and
Billie C,ohoon.
Tee No.2
Mary Bogard, Diane
Villanova, Jane Fitch, and

Your Individual
Horoscope
Francq Drake

Frances Parker.
Tee No.3
Frances Hulse, Peggy
Shoemaker, Pain Mavity, and
Exie Hill.
Tee No.4
Carol Hibbard, Margaret
Shuffett, Rowena Cullom, and
Lois Keller.
Tee No.5
Jerelene Sullivan, Madelyn
Lamb, Judy Krouse, and Lou
Doran.
Tee No.6
Dorothy Fike, Sue Costello,
Louise Lamb,and Fairs Alexander.
Tee No.7
Euvie Mitchell, Annie Mary
Adams, Cathryn Garrott, and
Toni Hopson.
Tee No.8
Betty Lowry, Nancy
Haverstock, Mary Bell
Overbey,and Edith Garrison.

Frances Shea Is
Hospital Patient
Mrs. Pat (Frances) Shea is
now a patient at St. Mary's
Hospital, Room 1-162,
Rochester, Minn.,55901.
The Murray woman will be
at the hospital for 21 days taking special treatment. She has
been in Rochester since going
there by airplane on Aug. 28.

Tee No.
Veneta Sexton, Alice Purdom, Barbara Stacy, and
Urbena Koenen.
Winners
Winners for play on Wednesday,Sept. 3, have been released by Billie Cohoon, golf
hostess, as follows:
Championship — tie
between Betty Lowry and
Mary Bogard.
First flight — Inus Orr.
Second flight — Nancy
Haverstock.
Third flight — Pam Mavity.
Fourth flight — Barbara
Stacy.
High putts — Peggy
Shoemaker.

Deana L. Seigler
At Memphis State
Deana L. Seigler, daughter
of Rachel Seigler of 243
Riviera Ct. in Murray, has
registered for fall classes at
Memphis State University,
Memphis,Tenn.
A 1978 graduate of Murray
High School, Seigler will be a
junior music education major
at MSU.
She is a member of the MSU
"Mighty Sound of the South"
Marching Band color guard
and is vice president of Sigma
Alpha Iota.•

I
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Of Interest To
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Senior Citizens
Bus To Be Taken
To Rally Thursday

FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 9,1980
What kind of day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
.
40
row be? To find out what the (Nov.22 to Dec.21) )
Luck is with you careenvise,
stars say, read the forecast
but don't go overboard. An
given for your birth Sign.
opening should occur now that
The local Senior Citizens organization will take a Brooks
ARIES
is especially to your liking.
bus to the first annual Senior Citizens Rally Day at the
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
You shine in public.
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly on Thursday,Sept. 11.
Begin new work projects,
4
The bus will leave at 9 a.m. and return at 3:30 p.m. The cost
but keep expectations • within- CAPRICORN. ..... 10
reasonable limits. Beware of (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
will be ;8 for bus fare and $3 for luncheon. The reservations
the
A time to read between
faulty _advice. The p m _ae7
must be made by Tuesday noon by calling 753-0929 or 753En-a. Others may not be en- 8274.
cents accomplishment.
tirely sincere. Still, you'll
Mrs. Nell Florence, director of the Paducah-McCracken
TAURUS
make progress in literacy,
County Senior Citizens office, will present a program of infor( Apr. 20 to May 20)
educational matters.
mation on services available to senior citizens oY the Jackson
You're gullible and easily
AQUARIUS
Purchase Area.
imposed on now, but still the
18)
Feb.
to
20
(Jan.
Other special events will be held throughout the day. All
day favors romance. Avoid
Avoid dubious business
senior citizens of the area are invited, but luncheon reservarecognize
gambling,
Beware of parasites
schemes.
tions must be made by Tuesday noon. The Assembly is
legitimate opportunity.
who want to capitalize on your
located on Route 1, Hardin, Ky.
brings
P.M.
GEMINI
fortune.
good
I May 21 to June 20)
career progress.
Luck with you in domestic PISCES
ventures, but not a time to (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Pose for a beautiful momento
build dream castles. Forget
The accent is on love and
at
wishful thinking and seize the togetherness. Luck through
present moment.
close allies. Some opt for marriage. Be practical in career
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22 I GO dealings.
Ladies day events will be held
Daydreaming and fuzzy
YOU BORN TODAY find
at the Oaks Country Club on thinking can interfere with ac- yourself in public service.
Portraits, Wedding Frames
Wednesday,Sept. 10.
complishment. Find creative Your desire for perfection,
One Day Processing
Golf and bridge will be played outlets for imagination. Be a when applied to things outside
at 9:30 a.m. with Doris Rose as good listener.
118 so. 12th — 753-0035
yourself, may result in splengolf hostess and Kathryn LEO
did achievement. You would
Outland as bridge hostess.
make a fine leader for a cause.
(July 23 to Aug.22
Winners from the golf team
If you'll adopt a more
3,
play held on Wednesday,Sept.
realistic attitude, you'll make
h.ro
.n Kv
were Murrelle Walker, Doris headway with financial afRose,and Jennifer Crouse,first; fairs. Don't let good fortune
Berlene Brewer, Mable Rogers, lead to extravagance.
and Grace James,second; Essie VIRGO
Caldwell, Polly Seale, and ( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Marilyn Herndon, third.
A plan concerning domestic
improvements may be offbase. Concern about a loved
one doesn't have to tie your
ETHEFUDGE BOY
hands. Look out for number
Mrs. and Mrs. Dale Etheridge one.
of Benton Route 1 are the LIBRA
parents of a baby boy, Justin (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Dale, weighing six pounds 12
Don't let someone pull the
A lot of people swear with these words, but there are others
ounces, measuring 213 inches, wool over your eyes. Be scepwho swear by them.
6:19
at
1,
Sept.
born on Monday,
tical, if uncertain. Privacy
Some folks feel that the teachings of Jesus should play a
pin, at the Murray-Calloway abets concentration. Inwardmore impk.rtant part in their lives, but they feel put upon by
County Hospital.
ly, you're at peace.
the "do's and don'ts" of churches. They would like to go to
They have one daughter, SCORPIO
church, but they can't quite swallow the dogma that some
Amanda, 2. The father is (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 I Init4r"
churches insist upon. It's just easier to go fishing or golfing on
employed at Union Carbide,
Your social life is on the
Paducah.
Sunday morning.
upswing, but a bad time to
Grandparents are Mr. and loan money, if you expect
But the emptiness is still there.
Mrs. Willie Etlwridge and Mr. repayment. Welcome the opThere is an alternative. The Christian Church (Disciples of
and Mrs. Billy Bourland, all of portunity to make new
Christ) was founded during frontier days to encourage simfriends.
Benton Route 1.
plicity of belief and worship. Frontier people wanted a downto-earth religion to help them cope with and understand their
hard life. As individuals, they felt they could read and interpret the Bible for themselves and build faith through an understanding of God's word.
That same belief lives in the modern Christian Church. If
you're looking for a church where you can really feel at home,
come and worship with us this Sunday.

)(

Oaks Club
Plan Events

Artcraft
Photography

412{-g

!roil

Jesus Christ.

MrtiaOttx

Find Your Pot0-Gold This
Weekend!
Check Your
Favorite Store

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street .
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
s'•
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Children's Fashions-

Community Happenings Listed

Both Fun And Practical For Fall
From the Desk of
Jean Clear
County Extension Agent
for Home Economics
This fall, children's fashions
are both fun and practical,
and that should make both
children and parents happy.
Children's clothes for fall
will allow them to express individuality while still reflecting adult fashions. The
clothes are both whimsical
and versatile.
Sweatshirts are popular this
fall for both boys and gigs.
Sweatshirts with all kinds of
color motifs from stars to
leopard spots appear on girls'
sweatshirts. For boys, sporty
stripes and football numbers
are favorites. The sweatshirt
look comes from adult
fashions and is an extension of
the jogging suit. Children will
enjoy it as a comfortable
alternative to top their jeans.
Like adult fashions, the big
trend in children's clothes is
preppy. Clothes appear in
plaids fron1 jackets to pants,
dresses to skirts. In both girls'
and boy's wear, crewneck
sweaters and Oxford buttondown shirts are plentiful.
Blazers are a favorite for both
sexesThe clothes are classic
basics which make good investments any time, and
especially now.
For girls, dresses are
understated, sleek and even
elegant. There are few frills
and flounces. The shirt dress
is strong as well as the Gibson
girl dress, complete with
pleated bodice and waistband.
The big dressy look is the skirt
and blouse.
This gives many options for
mixing and matching outfits
and makes a good clothing investment. Be sure the blouse
has a long tail to allow for
growth. Also note the hem
width to see if iteari-be- let
down if necessary.

This fall for boys the twopiece suit is in style. Doublebreasted styles are getting
more attention than familiar
single-breasted suits. Twotone dressing is popular with
a tweed blazer teamed up with
solid color slacks. Shetland
sweaters often complete the
outfit. Shirt collars are still
narrow but are limited to
rounded and to pointed standup and button-downs.
Sweaters complete with
sweatshirts for whimsical
designs from cartoon personalities to Western motifs.
Crew-necks and V-necks
relfect the return to the classic
look. Jacquard knits and
geometric patterns are stressed.
Overalls are plentiful this
season. Overall outfits complete with shirt and jacket are
popular in corduroy. The
carpenter or workman's look
with railroad stripes is a big
hit. Overalls for girls will be
teamed with lightly flowered
blouses and a tiny ribbon at
the collar.
Quilted ski-type jackets
reflect the importance of an
active lifestyle. Again these
coats are popular with the
adults. Classic wool coats with
a toggle look are part of the
retrun to traditional styles.
Leather and furs are entring
the children's departments.
Especially stylish are Sherpa
(sheepskin-type fabric) in
vests and jackets.
Ski-type puffy vests for
children are unique this fall.
They appear with unusual
designs, including rainbows
and clouds. The whimsical
designs on vests,sweaters and
sweatshi4s make a fashion
statement just for kids.
,
Colors for fall are more subdued and traditional. Brights
haven't completely disappeared, as they will be seen in
sweaters and slacks.

FREE

MONOGRAMING
On
Oxford Cloth Shirts
September 3rd thru 13th

sou+bstde

Place
Manor no

753-SW8

Mauve and berry shades are
headline colors coming from
European styles. Traditional
classic colors, such as navy,
kelly and red, top the classic
styles, and mustard is also
represented.
When selecting clothes for
your child this fall, keep in
mind that from about age 3 the
child begins to express what
he wants to wear and things he
doesn't like. Many times if a
parent insists on buying, certain items, these remain in the
closet.
The smart parent will take
the child shopping, select
about three suitable items,
and then let the child make the
final selection.

"One should be either sad
or joyful. Contentment is a
warm sty for eaters and
sleepers."-- Eugene O'Neill

I.

Ladies Dresses

50c

PLAIN 1 PC. DRESS

$989
EACH
NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good Thru Sept. 27, 1980
Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

Skirts & Sweaters
PLAIN

WIENS OR LADIES
EACH
$
2
89
NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good Thru Sept. 27, 1980
Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

kccp
that Carat Look
look*grratt
..thats why orators of Fashion
reciamitxxxl sanitond

13th & Main
8th & Poplar Bone's,
753-2552

.1•1 1=1,

am,

111=•••

11=.11

$129
NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good Thru Sept. 27, 1980
Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

oanitone
MOW UOIA,

Nriirrinrr

12th
Nor
North 12
603 Main

Laundry a Meiners

Singles will meet at Denean's at the Holiday Inn at 7
p.m. This is for all adults, 18
years of age or older, who are
single due to death,divorce, or
never been married.

IRA G CORN. JR
NORTH

9-X-A

•Q 4 2
96 3
•i 0 2
•11. 10 8 7 5 4

753-2552 -

Monday,Sept.8
Northside Baptist Church
Women will meet with Judy
Jones at 7 p.m.
---- —
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. for a salad supper
at the club house.
Women of Blood River Baptist Church will meet at 7 p.m.
with Ann Burkeen with Mrs.
Walton Fulkerson as guest
speaker.

Tuesday,sept.
Murray-Calloway County
Girl Scout Leaders will have
their core meeting 4.10 a.m.
at the Girl Scout Cabin,
Sharpe Street, Murray.

Tuesday,Sept. 11
Murray State University
Faculty Recital will be held at
8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Center, MSU. This is free and
open to the public.

Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

Reservations for the luncheon for the Senior Citizens
Rally Day on Thursday at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly should be in by today at noon.

Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
Recovery, Inc., will meet at follows: Maryleona Frost at 9
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, a.m. at Boston Tea Party;
North Seventh and Olive Alice Waters at the church
and Bessie Tucker with Mrs.
Streets, Murray.
Donald Jones, both at 9:30
Reservations for Guest a.m.; Faith Doran at 2 p.m. at
•
Night Banquet of the Murray the church.
Christian Women's Club for
West Fork litaptist Church
Sept. 12 should be made and
paid for today by calling Lois Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
Green, 759-4635, or Cheryl the church
Crouch, 753-0252.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New ProReservations for ladies day vidence with Fonda Grogan at
luncheon for Wednesday at the 1 p.m.; Coldwater with Mrs.
Murray Country Club should Noble Fuqua; Paris Road and
be made by today with Emmy Countryside, place and time
Edwards,luncheon chairman. not listed.

The film,"H.R.6161, An Act of
Groups of CWF of First
Congress," will be shown at 8 Christian Church will meet as
p.m. on Public Television.
WEST
EAST
follows: I with Mrs. Walt Ap•3
•9 8 6
person, 1511 Chaucer Drive,
Q 754
V 108 2
Free program of adult basic for a potluck luncheon at 11
•K Q J
•A 9 6 5 4
education
with evening classes a.m.; III with Mrs. Dave
•J 6 2
•K Q
will begin at North Calloway Eldredge, Rt. 7, Murray, at
SOUTH
Elementary School. Sessions 7:30 p.m. Mrs. John Querter•AKJI975
will be from 6 to 9 p.m. with mous will give the program at
IPAKJ
•3
Marlene Beach as teacher. For both meetings.
•A 9 3
information call 762-6971.
The First Baptist Church
Vulnerable Both Dealer
WMU will have a breakfast at
Tuesday,Sept.9
South The bidding.
Ruth Warren Group of Sink- 8 a.m, at the Fellowship Hall
South
West
North East
ing Spring Baptist Church for the Week of Prayer for
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
WMU will meet in the home of State Missions program.
3•
Pass
4•
All
Wanda Walker at 7:30 p.m.
Pass
Senior Citizens Centers will
Opening lead Diamond
Today is the last day to be open as follows: Ellis from
king
enroll in a regular Tuesday 10 a.m: to 3 p.m. with lunch at
declarer wins and one more. and Thursday class at Murray 11:30 a.m.; Hazel from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. with lunch at 11:45
high trump followed by the State University.
a.m.; Douglas from 10 a.m. to
ace and another club sets up
Calloway County Y. F. A.
2 p.m. with lunch at 12 noon;
that suit in dummy. Ettes will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Dexter at 9:30 a.m.
Dummy's trump queen pro- the
Murray
Vocational
vides the entry and the
Center.
heart finesse becomes
4 Alcoholics Anonymous will
Workshop on oil painting meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
unnecessary.
with Del Frazier as instructor of the West Kentucky
will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Livestock and Exposition
Bid with Corn
Murray Art Guild.
Center,College Farm Road.
South holds 9-8-B

PEO Luncheon
Is Scheduled

Shirts

2 Pc. Suits

Olga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.

Sorrow or joy follow the
play of today's interesting
game. It depends upon how
declarer uses his only entry
to the dummy.
Today's South plays his
two bids as strong game
invitations After North's
negative response, his rebid
in the same suit allows
North to pass if North has
nothing of value. if South
has a hand that warrants a
drive to game, he either
jumps there himself or bids
a new suit after the negative
response.
After the defense leads
two rounds of diamonds and
declarer ruffs, declarer is
faced witlicision of how
best to use dummy's only
entry in the spade queen. If
he eyes the heart finesse as
his best chance, he cashes
the heart ace and then
draws three rounds of
trumps, ending in dummy.
The heart finesse follows,
and there is sorrow for
declarer. The defense takes
a diamond, a heart and two
clubs and declarer goes one
•3
Q7 54
down.
•KQJ87
To make the end joyful.
•J 6 2
declarer must think of other
things. After ruffing the sec- North South
ond diamond and drawing 1
one trump, suppose declarer
ANSWER: One no trump
leads a low club to dummy? The singleton spade is a minus
If West plays an impulsive factor and a two over one takclub jack, declarer will now eout would be a stretch.
make an overtrick. After
East's queen mashes West's - - Send bridge questions to The Ares
jack, declarer's ace will
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
capture East's king and the P 0 Box addressed.
stamped envelope
with self
defense is held to only two for reply
tricks.
Even if West plays a disciplined low club, declarer
will make his game. East
shifts to a heart which

everyone's cheering about
Boone's Cleaners Fall Kickoff
Clip These Money-Saving Coupons
And Join The Winning Team

Good Thru Sept. 27, 1980
Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

Jackson Purchase Chapter
of the Kentucky Archaeology
Association will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Purchase Area Development District Office, U. S.
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.

THE ACES

Boone's Cleaner's
JO Fall Kick-Off

LAUNDERED, FOLDED
ON HANGERS

Monday,Sept.8
Artist Osvaldo Viteri from
Quito, Ecuador, will give a
slide-lecturer at 7 p.m at the
Calloway Public Library.

"Send me something good,"
was the concluding sentence
by Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr., in
"The Kentucky Cookbook"
which he recently autographed for P.E.O.'s Flavor of Kentucky luncheon, Sept. 20, at
Peoples Bank at North 12th
and Chestnut.
Mrs. William S. Major,
general chairman of the luncheon project for Chapter M,
reports that several other door
prizes have been received to
date. Among them are: a
weekend at the State Park of
your choice, up to $50.; three
other cookbooks namely,
Seasons of Thyme,Kentucky's
Olde Town Favorites, and My
Old Kentucky Homes
Cookbook; and food products
along with other items.
The luncheon in the Community Room of Peoples Bank
will be the second such event
by the local chapter of P.E.O. a philanthrop, educational
organization. P.E.O. was
organized as a college sorority
on the campus of Iowa
Wesleyan College, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, in 1869. Later it
became a community
organization for women.
Representing an international organization interested
in bringing to women increased opportunities for higher
education, there are over 4,950
chapters in the United States
and Canada, with approximately 212,000 members.
New chapters are formed
each year.
With Dr. Joan Maupin luncheon chairman, plans are going forward for members
preparing Itie food and for
seating arrangements for 120.
A unique style shois.isz""ned
by Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Tickets may be obtained
from any member or from
Mrs. Lewis Boasing, ticket
chairman.

Murray Chapter of Parents
Anonymous will meet at 7:15
p.m. For information call 7535995 or 435-4385.
Men's Prayer breakfast ofthe
First United Methodist Church
will be at 7 am. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Mothers' Morning Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the Firs/ United
Methodist Church.
Bazaar workshop by First
United Methodist Church
Women will be held at 9 am. at
the church.
Reservations for the luncheon
for Senior Citizens Rally Day at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly on Sept. 11 should be
made by today at noon at the
Assembly. A Brooks bus will be
taken by the Senior Citizens and
perstats interested in going at $8
for transportation and 13 for luncheon should call 753-0929 or 7538274 by Tuesday noon.
Wednesday,Sept. 10
Ladies day events will be held
at the Murray Country Club will
golf at 9 am. with VeneLa Sexton
as hostess, bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with Imogene Hughes and Ann
Doran as hostesses, and a ladies
day luncheon at 12 noon with
Emmy Edwards as chairman.

Wednesday,Sept. la
Oaks Country Club ladies de
events will start at 9:30 a.ni
with gat, Duns Ross, hostess.
and bndge, Kathryn Outland.
hostess
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows. New Concord with
Mrs. Effie Edwards and Ha.rre.
Grove with Mrs. Marvin Parts.
both at 1 p.m_ ; Pacers with Gail
Beast, Lynwood Estates, at 9:30
a.m.; South Pleasant Grove with
Freda Humphreys at 1:30 p.m
Pottertown at Colonial House at
10 am.
Circles of the First Uruteil
Methodist Church will meet a.
7:30 p.m. as follows: Ruth
Meal with Mrs. Paul ICiesow
Wesleyan with Mrs. Nate Beale
Hannah with Mrs. Jim Stahler
Dean Roes of the Murray
Chnstian Fellowship Associa
bon will speak at the United
Campus Ministry luncheon at
12:30 p.m. at the Ordway Con.
ference Room at Murray State.
Bible Overview will be at 6:30
p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Gene Phillips, missionary to
France, will show slides of hi:,
work at the Sinking Spring Baptist Chuch at 7:30 pm.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled to
meet at 2 pm.at the church.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 am. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Murray Bass Club will meet at
6:30 p.m at the Sirloin Stockade.

Breakfast Planned Edith Noffsinger will present a biography of Eliza Broadus
at the breakfast to be held Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 8 a.m, at the
Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church.
This will be in observance of the week of prayer for state
missions by the local WMU. All interested women are invited
to attend.

Dean Ross Speaker
At
Luncheon
Speaking this week at the United Campus Ministry Luncheon, on Wednesday, Sept. 10, will be Dean Ross, the Campus Minister for the Murray Christian Fellowship Association. His topic for discussion will be, "The Work of the Campus Chaplain's Association."
The Christian Fellowship Association is located at "His
House" on Chestnut Street in Murray. Rev. Ross has been
with "His House" for 10 years. He received his B.A. Degree
from Lincoln Christian College, Lincoln, Ill. Rev. Ross will be
available for questions after his speech.
The United Campus Ministry Luncheons are held every
Wednesday at 12:30 in the Ordway Conference Room at MSU.
The cost of the meal is $1.50. Faculty, students, and other interested persons are encouraged to attend the informal luncheon. For more information call 753-3531.

Give a hand
to the Murray
Civic Music
Assoc.

Help
keep
Murray
culture
in tune.
Your membership in the
Murray Civic Music Assoc.
helps to keep good concerts
coming to Murray.
Give a hand to the MCMA.
Season tickets are $17.50 for
adults, $8.50 for students,
and.$40-for families
Murray Civic
Music Association
1010 WestOte.Driye
Murrcw KY 42071

Watch This Space
For Details On
Pot-O-Gold Weekend

SEPTEMBER 25 8:15 p.m.
Leonard Rose cellist

OCTOBER 20 8:15 p.m.

We Care
About Murray

Anthony
&
Joseph
Paratore, duo pianists

DECEMBER 8 8.:15 p.m.
-A Christmas Carol"

Musical adaptation of the
Dickens' classic

APRIL 30 8:15 p.m.
Western Opera Theatre in
Donizetti's
"The Elixir of Love"

Member F.D.I.C.
Plus free admission to all
performances of
the
Paducah Community Concert Series.
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Memorial Resolution
To'Boots'Jeffrey
Buron "Boots" Jeffrey was born
September 8, 1903. He died, June 6, 1980.
He graduated from Murray High School
in 1922. In 1932, he received his B.A.
Degree from Murray State University.
In 1936, he was the recipient of a Master
of Arts Degree from the University of
Kentucky.
He began his teaching experience in
Pulaski county, Kentucky in 1925. In
1926, he began a career of twenty-three
and one half years as a teacher and
principal in Lynn Grove High School in
Calloway County. From 1950 until his
retirement in 1969, he served as
Superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
It was during this nineteen years that
all one-room schools in the county were
consolidated, and the five high schools
brought into one county high school. As
an evidence of high esteem and respect
for him, the Calloway County High
School Gymnasium was designated as
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
He was a constant and active supporter of Murray State University and
its Alumni Association. He served on
Ur Alumni Council from 1975 through
1978.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION
Buron "Boots":Jeffrey
WHEREAS, The Schoolmaster of us
All has tolled the bell and taken from
us, our beloved fellow citizen, neighbor,
and Alumni member, Buron "Boots"
Jeffrey, and
WHEREAS, An expression of affection and respect is appropriate for this
Murray State Alumni Council:
NOW, BE IT THEREFORE
RESOLVED:
First, that Murray State Univei•sity
has lost one of its most- useful and
distinguished graduates-

CASe,\Cat VOICM1141$

Buron "Boots" Jeffrey
Second,that Calloway County and the
state of Kentucky is bereft of a loyal
citizen, and a practicing Christian as a
member of Murray First United
Methodist ChurchThird, that the town of Murray am
Western Kentucky has lost a dedicated,
capable, and constructive friend of
EducationFourth, that Murray State Alumni
Association will miss his enthusiastic
support and encouragement, and will
treasure his memory as a person who
brought honor to his Alma Mater,and
FINALLY BE IT RESOLVED:
That a copy of this resolution be
spread upon the minutes of this Alumni
Council, a copy be made available to his
widow, Mrs. Modest Jeffrey, and a copy
be made available to news media In this
area.
Adopted by Murray State University
Alumni Association July 12, 1980.
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IlEARTliN,
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 119
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45391. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Michigan services or handles
Medicare claims here. Does Blue
Cross-Blue Shield have any voice or
role in setting the approved rates for
the various medical procedures and
services? Since Medicare pays 80 percent of reasonable or approved rates
and Blue Cross-Blue Shield Medicare.
supplements pay only the difference

IR AFProil.

Letter To The Editor

between what Medicare pays and the
approved rate, it is conceivable that by
setting lower approved rates Blue
Cross-Blue Shield would be able to pay
less on supplemental claims,and if they
have any voice directly or indirectly in
the setting of approved Medicare rates,
it would be a conflict of interest. Would

it not? J.W.
ANSWER: What you ask is fhe subject of a current Heartline investigation. We will have an answer for you in
future columns.
We must also point out, so as not to
mislead anyone, that from what we
have seen, most, if not all, Blue CrossBlue Shield Medicare supplement
policies pay only 20 percent of the
reasonable charges. It is the Medicare
carrier (in your case Blue Cross-Blue
Shield) that decides what is reasonable
or not reasonable based on Medicare
guidelines and other factors. If the
Medicare carrier allows only $50 on a
$100 doctor bill for instance, then your
Blue Cross-Blue Shield supplement will.
only pay 20 percent of the allowed $50,

20 Years Ago
not 20 percent of the actual $100 doctor
bill. We do not want to give our readers
the impression that the Blue Cross-Blue
Shield Medicare supplement plans
always pay the Entire difference
between the doctor bill and what
Medicare pays.
Remember, there is a difference
between the term "80 percent of
reasonable charges" and "80 percent of
the actual doctor charges".
HEARTLINE: A friend of mine has
been a member of your Pen Pal Club
for persons over age 50 for three years.
She loves it. I had always been skeptical of such things. However, I lost my
husband last year and am really feeling
the emptiness left from losing a lifetime
(and live-in( companion. Could you
please tell me where to write to get the
full information on your club? A.L.
ANSWER: Anyone who is age 50 or
older is welcomed to join our club. For
full information and registration card,
write to American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please inclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

Bass Club Says Thanks
Murray Electric Company, Murray
The members of the Murray Bass
Club wish to thank the many persons . Sanitation Dept., Murray Fire Department, Jerry's Restaurant, Murray
who patronized our annual fish fry. The
tremendous support which this event --"Tiffiinsin Commission.
In closing we reiterate our sincere
received is truly indicative of a comgratitude to the people of Murray and
munity willing to support activities
Calloway County and the many
directed toward philanthropic goals.
organizations who made our fish fry a
In addition to the many individuals
,rm•m"
tremendous success.
who provided their assistance
yours,
Respectfully
throughout the day the following
!ma, al
The Murray Bass Club
organizations need to be recognized for
.
4+++++4-144-444-444++++44-4-1-4+44-4-4-4-4-4-4-4444-44.
their assistance and support:
Murray Calloway Co. Parks Dept.,
Murray Optimist Club, Flavo-Rich
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Dairy Products, Blalock Coleman,
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The Story Of

Today In History
•

1

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 8, the 252nd
day of 1980. There are 114 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 8, 1974, President Gerald
Ford grantee former President
Richard Nixon an unconditional pardon
for any crimes he may have committed
during his term in office.
On this date:
In 1565, a Spanish expedition landed
at what is now St. Augustine, Fla., and
founded a European settlement in
North America.
Ten years ago: The Red Cross was
named to negotiate with guerrillas
holding hostages on board two hijacked
airliners in Jordan.
Five years ago: Federal marshals
and national guardsmen in Boston protected students riding buses in a courtordered integration plan.
One year ago: Former President
Ford assailed President Carter for implying that a Soviet combat unit recently discovered in Cuba may have been
there during the Ford administration.
Today's birthdays: Comedian Sid
Caesar is 58. Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia
is 42. Song writer Howard Dietz is 84.
Thought for today: There is nothing
so powerful as the truth, and often
nothing so strange. — Daniel Webster
(1782-1852).
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Saving $782,000 for Murrayans since the inaugural of TVA
serviced energy by June 30, 1964, not including rural service provided through REA, was the estimate released by the energy authority, a calculation subject to some circumspect but healthy
propaganda fodder to placate the soaring appetites of a people
flying skyhigh for electrical gadgets. In fact, Calloway County
had one of the highest usages of electrical appliances in the nation
and world.
Voting machines, however, depended upon manpower producing vote-power, most of which was overwhelmingly dominated
by a donkey in the symbolic donkey-elephant parties but newtintended to pull together in Calloway County, no doubt accounting
for the publication of 238 names August 7 from the election registration rolls in preparation for a crucial presidential election in
November, perhaps the first occasion this method of public purging
had ever occurred to prevent job holders double dipping at voting
time.
Taking swipes at popular notions are unthinkable for candidates
to public office. But who's running for public office? In the
recording of history, it is obligatory to hew to the facts, leaving
the honest chips for future generations to explore for the facts of
life in Calloway County. In the particular investigation of the
"Original Calloway County Court House," no evidence justifies the
generally accepted 1980 conclusion, nor even so much as to classify
as a myth. The most thorough investigation to date was that of
the late John Waters, who refused to lay it on the line as fact,
however did leave the dangling bait of possibility. Before going
on with the story% review should be made leading up to the yarn.
The old Godwin Humphrey home at the corner of Elm and South
4th Street was being leveled Jan. 17, 1964, to make room for a
parking lot for the new' Blalock & Coleman Funeral Home when
it was discovered one side of the house was structured as a log
cabin with weather boarding exterior to match the addition section.
The finding of the log structure created a stir of historical interest,
although many citizens were aware of the fact, including this narrator who delivered the Saturday Evening „Post regularly to the
Humphreys. Despite the fact of weekly warming by a coal grate
in the home, never once is it' recalled any suggestion was made
the log section of the house was the original Calloway County courthouse. Incidentally, the log section was not "tovtred by westher,
boarding at the time. Our late father, 0. J. Jennings, had at one
time remarked that the logs had been brought from old Wadesboro
for several original homes in the new town of Murray.
To Be Coniinued

The Murray Kiwanis Club has contributed $150 to both Murray High and
Calloway County High Schools to be used to buy books and supplies for
students in need. This is the fifth year
donations have been made for this
cause by the local club.
Deaths reported include Dr. M. 0.
Wrather, 70, Brent Edwards, 77, Joseph
Clifford Pittman, seven weeks, Doyle
Wilson,66, Robert Horace Moss,56, and
Claude N. Baker,69.
John Mack Carter, formerly of Murray, has been elected to the Board of
Directors of Downe Communications,
Inc. He is editor ana publisher of the
Ladies Home Journal magazine.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Morris, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip R. Hodges, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Williams, all on
Sept. 2.
Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin attended the
annual convention of the Association
For Education in Journalism at the
American University, Washington, D.
C.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Old of Murray are
pictured while on a four days' cruise on
the M-S Skyward to Nassau and the
Bahammas.

The Calloway County Fiscal Court
met Sept. 6 and approved the placement on the November ballot of a question concerning the appropriation of
$430,000 for the construction of a new
hospital for Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Artie D.
Hale,79.
Two Calloway County 4-H Club
members have been named winners.
Danny Kemp is champion of the 4-H
Automobile project for this year. Tommy Lassiter was winner of the 4-H Purchase Tractor Driving Contest at
Princeton.
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustment met Sept. 6. Special requests on
property were made by Mrs. Walter
Baker, Jack Shroat, Bufe Brown, and
the firm of Waldrop and Spann.
Births -reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Selburn Colson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Curt Martin, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.0.J.
Jennings, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. B.
Lassiter, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Thomas Jones, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Carson, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Hargrove, Jr.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Duel In The Sun" with Jennifer Jones,
Gregory Peck,and Joseph Cotten.

30 Years Ago

WASHINGTON—The arrest of a 48-year-old Madisonville man
s two U.S.
in connection with two letters threatening Kentucky' western
in
concern
and
interest
sparked
has
me
and
Senators
Kentucky.
reached
The first letter, signed by "a discontented taxpayer," Day"
on
Appreciati
"Industry
an
attending
my
to
prior
me shortly
that if
warned
writer
The
23.
August
on
le
ceremony at Madisonvil
other
the senators or I came to Madisonville "Saturday or any
killed."
be
will
time you
descripThe second letter, signed by "B.W." and containing a
August 28,
tive death threat, reached my office in Washington on
wor
the same day I was leaving for a long Labor Day weekend
Fami
period which included attending The Happy Goodman
festal
Homecoming at Madisonville and the second annual fall
Plains.
at nearby White
not
These type threats are unpleasant and unfortunate but are
surprising any more.
elecI've been threatened several times in the past, beginning
Octotion night, May 28, 1974, in Mayfield and again that year in
I was
ber prior to a high school football game in Mayfield at which
half-time.
to be honored at
I've told the FBI the name of the Mayfield man who has made
e
these repeated threats, but it's difficult to prove these one-on-on
with
familiar
is
who
individual
vicious
a
by
and telephone threats
his
the law and smarter than the Madisonville man who signed
initials.
Security was beefed up in Paducah on Labor Day by local ofAFLficials after a telephone call received by Western Kentucky
Ford's
Wendell
Sen.
U.S.
regarding
Bond
Bobby
CIO president
appearance there.
says
The September 8 edition of U.S. News & World Report
some Democrats in the House,"most of them Southern conservatives, now are talking of banding with Republicank_ xt year
to elect a different Speaker. Leading prospect: Appro iations
Committee Chairman Jamie Whitten, D-Mississippi."
The respected weekly magazine is correct. House Speaker
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, Jr., of Cambridge, Mass., is a hard
in
working, intelligent man who, however, thinks all Democrats
accepted
and
believed
things
those
say
and
do
the House should
by liberal Democrats in Massachusetts.
the
As West Germany and Japan continue to do better than
in
they
time
is
it
terms
economic
in
nowadays
States
United
peace.
world
g
maintainin
to
ons
crease their contributi
Why should these two countries, rich and independent, rely
indefinitely upon the United States to provide the personnel and
conventional weapons necessary for their national defense?
We spend far more of our Gross gational Product on defense
the
than do West Germany and Japan, neither of which has
have.
we
current economic problems
Lower taxes in West Germany and Japan give their industries
a cost advantage in world markets.

-..•••••••••••••••••••...-

Abe Thompson and Hulet V. Clark
have been named as election commissioners for Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Leta
Embree.
Members of the staff of the school
newspaper, The Tiger, at Murray High
School are Lochie Faye Hart, Joe
Wilson, Pete Buckingham, Zann Patton, Ann Rhodes, Dortha Bushart, Bud
Tolley, Patricia Futrell, Gene Hendon,
Jane Perry, Tommy Doran, William
Jeffery, Kenneth Workman, Bette
Carol Cotham, Gerald McCord, Imogene Marine,and Nancy Wear.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Dunn, Sept. 4, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Logue, Sept. 5,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Johnson,Sept. 5.
The leaders of the 15 homemakers
clubs in Calloway County attended the
lesson on "Flower Arrangement" with
Mrs. John Ryan as leader on Sept. 6 at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
The marriage of Miss Martha Dell
Brown and Milton L. Sanders was
solemnized on Sept. 3 at the Trinity
Baptist Church, Paducah.

Bible Thought
Be of good courage, and he shall
strengthen your heart, all ye that hope
in the Lord. — Psalm 31:24.
Read this Psalm: The writer is
stricken with a horrible disease. Yet in
his misery he makes this cry! Let us
also be of good courage in calamity,
asking the Lord for such strength.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this pae and
a reader feels that the issue-merits
the attention of.the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or ,
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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'Child's Play' Workshop Is
Set Up In Fayette County
"Take child's play seriously.
That's the advice to parents from Dr. Gail Bjorklund.
an Extension specialist in
child development with the
Cooperative Extension Set-vice of UK's College of Agriculture.
Teaching parents that
play is a child's "work" and
that parents are t he greatest
teachers a child will ever
have, were termed as two
prime reasons for setting up
an unusual workshop series
for parents of preschool children in Fayette County.
"Let's Play With Our Children" is the name given to
the workshop program that
was developed by 13jorklund
and Mrs.Jean 13augh, home
economics agent with the
Fayette County Cooperative

teaching ol the child in the
development of play-not
necessarily with a lot of expensive toys and "readymade" playthings, but with
inexpensive things that are
normally considered as
simple household items, or
throwaway articles.
The workshops were inaugurated in Fayette County
housing projects among
parents of limited resource
status, but the concepts of
the workshops are just as
applicable at all economic
levels, it was stated.
Mothers were invited to
the workshops, which were
held outdoors in park areas
of the housing projects. The
workshops were very informal and emphasized fun
and play activities parents
could carry on with their
children at minimal or no
expense.
The workshops are
described as a pilot project
in Kentucky and Bjorklund
and Baugh believe the program may possibly be the
first of its type not only in
Kentucky, but across the
A new service for measur"Best of all," Joyner says, nation.
Shirley Cook, supervisor
ing stored grain to assist in- "provision has been made to
ofsocial services for the Lexsured
producers
in assure harvest won't be
establishing crop production delayed pending measure- ington-Fayette Urban for the current year is now ment. Local FCIC represen- County Housing Authority,
worked closely with Bjciekavailable in Calloway County, tatives have been instructed to
according to J. Bruce Joyner, tell insured farmers how to lund and Baugh in setting
Regional Director for the temporarily mark storage up the workshops and in the
Federal Crop Insurance Cor- facilities so no delays will be actual conducting of the
poration (FCIC).
required pending arrival of sessions.
"This service, provided for the FCIC adjuster.
Activity centers at the
a fee to cover expenses,is douAll FCIC policyholders are workshops in which the
ble protection for the par- urged to
parents got involved includcontact the local crop
ticipants in the FCIC program insurance office
at Route 8, ed making simple toys and
to help guarantee crop loss Mayfield,
developing simple art
Ky. 42066, (502) 247payments," Joyner says.
projects for children One
9525 as far in advance as possiSome problems have occur- ble prior to
such venture was the makcommingling of
red in the past as a result of any grain.
ing of decou_page plaques on
producers commingling - com"This way," Joyner says, the theme "Children Learn
bining or mixing - production
What They Live"
.
--the
from different crop years or "there won't be any problem
plaques depicti ng the child's
in
insured
losses
occur
should
from different insured units.
outlook on the individual
Separation of this production the county this year although
youngster's life.
is essential for accurate we are hopeful everyone will
They learned how to make
have a bumper crop."
payments, he adds.
necklaces and other "jewelry"out of pieces of macaroni
colored in bright hues, how
to make "play dough."finger
paint and puppets from old
socks.
Alice Pierce, of the children's department of the
Lexington Public Library.
set up a display of children's
books available and demonstrated effective ways parents can read with children
She also told of library programs especially for children.
All activities included in
the workshops are designed
either for rainy days or for
times when a child simply
needs something to keep
occupied.
Mothers brought their preschool children with them
and the children enthusiastically got involved in the
activities. Bjorklund and
Baugh anticipated the work
shops would attract older
children, too, so they had
Leon Slatter.a Fayette County agent,on hand to conduct
a "scrap art" project for
youngsters over age 6. with
the resulting "art" being
Formerly Murray Warehousing
judged and the top "creations" awarded special tro& Farmers Grain & Seed
phies. Each of the "works of
art." however, brought
achievement ribbons to
their "creators."
Three workshops were
scheduled in the pilot program and their stated success supported plans for an
expansion of the workshop
project.
"The program is aimed at
making a very young child
feel good about itself." Blork
lund and Baugh said. "If a
child doesn't feel good about
itself, in all likelihood when
the child becomes an adult
the low self image will have
been established.
- 'What,we'reodoing is to
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
help parents develop a posiExtension Service.
"The average parent cares
for the child, but lacks specific skills and understanding In directing the child's
development." Bjorklund
said. "The workshops are
aimed at developing those
skills."
"A low self-image is probably the biggest mental problem in the country today."
Baugh noted. "and developIna positive self-image in.a
person is based on the teaching of a child in the period
from one to six years ofagebefore the child ever enters
school."
Both say the key to a
strong self-Image in a child
is the amount of time part
ents are willing to spend
with their offspring in those
preschool years and the

Service For Measuring
Stored Grain Is Now
Available In County

Values Galore
During
Pot-O-Gold Weekend
This Weekend
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tive Image 1r1 th'elr children."
they added. "This program
Is at least a partial answer."

Crop Producers Feel Bite Of Expense HikeThis year, producers of the
major U. S. crops are feeling
the bite of sharply rising production expenses. Although
costs are going up in nearly
every segment of the production cycle, the biggest increases stem from higher fuel
bills, interest rates, and fertilizer prices. The overall rise
in production costs per acre is
projected to range from 18
percent for cotton to 25.5 percent for rice.
The costs estimated in
USDA's annual report include
management, general farm
overhead (comprising recordkeeping, utilities, and general
farm
maintenance),
machinery ownership, and
variable costs (expenses for
seed, chemicals, fertilizers,
labor, and fuel). Costs per unit
of production (per bushel of
corn, for example) are determined by dividing costs per
acre by crop yields.
Last year, the high yields
per acre of most crops helped
to ease the increases in per
unit production costs. For cotton, with a record yield of 510
pounds of lint per acre, costs
per pound of lint declined 10
percent even though production costs per acre were up 17
percent.
The problem this year is that
if yields per acre fall short of
1979 levels, there will be
nothing to offset the hikes in
per-acre production costs.
Lower yields seem increasingly likely for most major crops;
thus the cost of producing a
bushel, pound,or cwt. will probably rise even more than
costs per acre.
Corn
Last year, corn producers'
costs per acre rose 16 percent
over 1978, with costs highest in
the southwest ($254) and
lowest in the Northern Plains

cood
Cents
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Colittpe of Agriculture
Buying a large roast or
ham may not be as extravagant as it seems if you get 12
to 16 servings of freshly
cooked meals from the roast
or ham.say Extension foods
and nutrition specialists
with UK's College of Agriculture.

$167t.
highest there at $2.90, comHowever, with average pared with $2.47 in the
yields up nearly 9 bushels to a Southern Plains and $1.60 in
record 109. 2 bushels per acre, the Central Plains.
the cost of producing a bushel
Wheat
of corn rose only 7 percent naFor all wheat, costs were
tionwide.
pushed up mainly by higher
Producers in the lake states fuel, fertilizer, seed, and
and Corn Belt-accounting for
machinery prices. Per-acre
70 percent of U. S. corn pro- costs for all wheat rose 20 perduction - had the lowest per- cent, while costs per bushel inbushel costs in 1979, a $1.47, creased a tenth despite a large
while those in the southwest increase in yields. National
had the highest costs, at $2.41 average costs last year stood
a bushel.
at $80 an acre and $2.74 a
Costs-in the southeast - the
bushel.
second highest cost region For tke different classes of
declined slightly in 1979 due to wheat, Tverage costs in 1979
recovery from the poor yields were: hard red winter, $82.48
of 1978.
an acre and $2.51 a bushel;
soft red winter, $111 an acre
Sorghum
Nationwide, per-acre pro- and $2.74 a bushel; durum,$83
duction costs jumped 24 per- an acre and $3.33 a bushel;
cent in 1979 to $119.69. hard red spring, $82.50 an acre
However, with average yields and $3.16 a bushel; and white,
up 8.4 bushels per acre, the $120.47 an acre and $2.95 a
average cost per bushel rose
bushel.
less than 7 percent to $1.94.
Hard red winter wheat for
The cost of producing accounted for 51 percent of the
sorghum
varies among total U.S. wheat crop last
regions mainly according to year.
the degree of irrigation. In the
As a result of these changes,
Central Plains - where 59 per-acre production costs for
percent of the 1979 sorghum
rice showed a 12 percent incrop was produced - only 16 crease in 1979, reflecting
percent of the land is ir- higher fuel prices and interest
rigated, and production costs rates. Despite a record nathere were consequently tional yield of 45.5 cwt. per
lowest, about $110 an acre. acre, costs per cwt. still rose
About. 40 percent of the 10 percent.
sorghum-growing area in the
In California, however,
where yields rose more than
Southern Plains and nearly all
of that in the southwest is ir- 24 percent to 64 cwt. per acre,
rigated, .re.Tilting in propor- costs per cwt. declined 10 pertionally greater per acre costs cent from 1978 to $5.41. Thus,
- $127 in the Southern Plains although California had the
and $210 in the southwest. highest per-acre costs at $347,
Even though yields are these growers had the lowest
highest in the southwest, the per-unit costs in 1979. At $8.18,
cost per bushel in 1979 was still costs per cwt. were highest in

Pooled Tobacco Stocks
Are At Lowest Level
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)The Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative
Association
reported Thursday that pooled
burley tobacco stocks are now
at their lowest level in years
because of heavy sales in recent weeks. As of Sept. 1, total
storage stocks totaled 2.5
million pounds and pending
sales may.take most of that.
Alvin Beckley, executive
secretary-treasurer, said that
since mid-August, the association has sold 21.5 million
pounds, all to manufacturers

Bergland Announces
1981 Wheat Program
Secretary of Agriculture,
Bob Bergland, has announced
for the second year in a row
U.S. wheat producers would
not need to set aside acreage
to be eligible for the farmerowned reserve, commodity
loans and target price protection.
"Wheat producers need only
to be sure they plant within
their normal crop acreage to
be eligible for all program
benefits in 1981," Bergland
said.
The fanner-owned reserve
release and call prices will be
increased from the current
$4.20 and $5.25 to keep them
consistent with the cost of producting wheat, he said. The
exact amount of the increase
will be decided when more
precise cost information
becomes available.
Bergland said he expects
the congress to authorize a
special reserve loan that will
provide an additional incentive to wheat producers to
make more effective use of the
farmer-owned grain reserve.
The measure under consideration by the Congress would set
the special reserve loan for
wheat at not less than $3.30 a
bushel for the 1981 crop. It
may be increased to provide
adequate incentive for producers to use the reserve program, Bergland said.
"The 1981 crop target price
will be increased from $3.63
for the 1980 crop to at least
$5.81 with the final amount
dependent
upon
the
magnitude of the increase in
short-run production costs,"
Bergland said.
"The loan price will be at
least $3.00 a bushel. After Con-

gress completes action on the
measure that provides for a
special reserve loan, and supply prospects are clearer, we
will make that determination," Bergland said.

and dealers. One purchase
totaled approximately 15
million pounds.
Association president Joe
McDaniel said he was pleased
with the sales.
"True, it almost cleans us
out, but that is what we're
here for, to conduct the price
support program for the
benefit of the growers, and to
offer a dependable, orderly
way for loan stocks to reach
manufacturers and
the
dealers," McDaniel added.
Most sales have been on a
deferred basis, with delivery
up to one year later. For
growers who consigned portions of their crop to the
association under loan, extra
payments will be forthcoming
on a basis of each year's crop
settlement, if net gains are
shown on the year's holdings.
Of the 21.5 million pounds sold,
more than 18.8 million came
from the 1978 crop and the remainder from last year's
harvest.

the Gulf coast region, where 30
percent of last year's crop was
grown.
Soybeans
Led by higher fuel and interest charges. U. S. soybean
farmers spent 15 percent more
per acre in 1479 than in 1978.
However, with average yields
up 9 percent from 1978 to a
record 31.9 bushels per acre,
production costs per bushel
rose only 6 percent from $3.39
to $3.59.
In fact, growers in all
regions but the lake states and
Corn Belt had lower costs per
bushel in 1979 due to yield
gains that outstripped rising
production costs.
Lake states and Corn Belt
soybean growers - who raise
over 60 percent of the U.S. soybean crop-usually have the
lowest per-bushel costs, but
farmers in the Northern
Plains had that distinction in
1979.
Costs per bushel fell for Northern Plains producers from
$2.87 in 1978 to $2.80 in 1979,
while they rose from $2.72 to
$3.03 for farmers in the lake
states and Corn Belt.
Cotton
In 1979, cotton growers were
alone among producers of the
major crops in having lower
U. S. average costs per pound
than in 1978.
Although costs per acre rose
17 percent, yields leaped 31
percent nationwide. As a

result, the average coat of producing a pound of cotton lint
fell from 67 cents in 1978 to
about 60 cents in 1979. All
regions experienced higher
yields last year, and all but the
southeast had lower production costs per pound. Yields
rose only 6 percent in $.he
southeast, not sufficient to offset a 12-percent rise in costs
per acre.
Because of the intensive us,
of irrigation in the southwest
per-acre production costs
were highest there in $611 in
1979. However, with yields
almost double the national
average -at 1,000 pounds per
acre - southwestern cotton
farmers still had the secondlowest cost per pound - 61
cents.
Costs per acre were by far
the lowest in the Southern
Plains at $197. And even
though this region continued
to trail the others in cotton
yields per acre, it still scored
lowest in per-pound costs at 55
cents.
The southeast, with the
second-highest costs per acre
and the second-lowest yields,
ended up 1979 with the highest
cost per pound. At 82'1 cents a
pound, cotton production in
the southeast was nearly 20
cents more expensive last
year than in the Delta statesthe next most expensive
region having a cost of 64
cents a pound.

LAN D ITAN K
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!

If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk

Henderson Man Named
To Soybean Association
ST. LOUIS - James P.
Esche of Henderson, Ky., has
been named to the American
Soybean Association (ASA)
Board of Directors to represent Kentucky soybean
growers. His three year term
of office began at the ASA National Convention held in New
Orleans, August 1-5. Esche
replaces Herschel O'Nan of
Morganfield, Kentucky, who
has been Kentucky's soybean
producer representative on
the ASA Board of Directors
since 1979.
Esche raises 1,000 acres of
soybeans and has been a
member of the Kentucky Soybean Association for 20 years.
He has served on the Kentucky Fund Utilization Committee for four years and has
served as president of the
Kentucky Soybean Association.
The American Soybean
Association is a national nonprofit volunteer, singlecommodity organization of
soybean growers organized to
assure the opportunity of a
profitable soybean industry.
ASA conducts programs for
markef development of soybeans and soybean products,
gives strong support for effective programs of research and
education and supports

legislative programs that are
of vital concern to soybean
producers.
ASA is governed by a 41
member board of soybean producers elected by its 24 affiliated state associations.
Each state is represented by a
number of directors proportionate to the total soybean
production in the state. Directors can serve on the ASA
board nine consecutive years

Energy Department
To Sponsor Seminar
On Sheltered Houses
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)The state Department of
Energy will sponsor a public
seminar on earth-sheltered
housing Sept. 13 at
Cumberland
College
in
Williamsburg.
Earth-sheltered
houses
have at least three sides built
into the ground: current versions are frequently modern in
design. The program will include discussions of design,
construction, energy use,
water-proofing and insulation
and financing. A tour of two
earth-sheltered homes in the
area will be offered in the
afternopn.

WHERE:Stewart Stadium
Murray, Ky.
WHEN:Saturday, Sept. 13
Murray State University Football
Racers Versus Youngstown State
7 30 P.M Kickoff-Gates Open At 6

Fireworks Courtesy Of
The Pilsbury Co., Pier 1.
Trenholm's Restaurant and
--Creative Printers
-6Call 762-6184 In Murray For Tickets

to us!
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19-6 Opening Win Leaves Room For Future Offense

Williams, MSU Defense Bury SEMO Quarterbacks
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
With all that time Southeast
Missouri had its hands on the
football Saturday night and
with Murray State sporadically producing enough big plays
to keep its lead before pulling
away to its 19-6 opening game
win,somebody had to be keeping the SEMO offense occupied and out of scoring territory.
Racking the SEMO
backfield for a total of 68
yards in losses, defensive ends
Lamar Williams and Glenn
Jones and defensive guard
Jeff Gardner led a second half
pass rush that kept Indian
quarterbacks Scott Mosley
and Joe Young from finding
the time to pick out their
receivers.
Williams was responsible
for 26 of those yards, leading
the team with nine unassisted
tackles.
"We have been working on it
:the pass rush) all season,"
Williams said. "Last year we
had some good ones. Coach
Frank Beamer has '..7een
saying we have to put the
pressure on the quarterback.
They liked to run a sprint
draw, so we were coming
under and out. We disguised it
a lot.
"Glenn was doing a good job
pulling up the play at his end
so I could hit them from the
back side.
You can just about tell
from lboking at the quarterback's eyes that he knows
what is happening even
though he is trying to hide it.
"Coach Beamer is pretty
sharp at knowing how to find
the weak spots."
Jones was second behind
Williams in total tackles with
ten for the game as the two
gave the SEMO quarterbacks
no place to turn all night.
"During the first half, we
were a little uptight,- Jones
said. "We had the first game
blues. Once we settled down,
we knew what we were going
to do.
'"That took care'of a lot of
our mistakes. I was lucky I
was able to set them up (for
the sacks).
"We knew they had a good
team. Once we were on the

field and realized that, we settled down and played our
game. Coach Gottfried said
that as long as we got them to
snap the ball more and not get
the big plays, we would be all
right."
Another conspicous visitor
to the SEMO backfield was
backup defensive end Jim
Dunaway, who had three
sacks for 11 yards in losses
and nine total tackles.
-Dunaway and I work hard
together," Williams said. "We
still have a little more work to
make it to the top."
Although SEMO running
back Ernest Edwards managed to pick up some yardage in
the second quarter, the MSU
defense was beginning to
clamp down on the sweeps
before holding the Indian
team to a minus three yards in
the second half.
In that second quarter, the
Racer defense cemented the
pass rush with two key turnovers.
One of those came when
Mosley dropped back to pass
from his own 21 following the
first Murray State touchdown.
He only found MSU linebacker
Tony Bdone cutting over The
middle for an interception to
put the Racers in position for a
37-yard field goal by Tuck.
Boone, who had shown a little disappointment at stumbling and not returning the ball
farther, was surprised that the
ball came to him.
— We were in a man
coverage," Boone said. "He
Just dropped back and threw it
tome.
"We put in three more
defenses at halftime to put
more pressure on the outside
for their sprint passing and
sprint draw.
"I think the guys up front
played a real good game and
helped me for that interception. I Kenny Woods played
really well up front.
"We expected them to throw
40 to 45 times. That was the
reason they did not complete a
lot. The best possible defense
there is is the pass rush."
Even though the defense
was predominantly more consistent, the first MSU scoring
drive was an indicator of the

explosiveness of this year's offense.
After MSU quarterback led
the fleet-footed Charles
Ponder over his right shoulder
for a 41-yard pass play to the
SEMO 18-yard line, it took the
offense seven plays to grind
out the rest of the yardage,
with Lindsey Hudspeth inserted on a fourth and goal to
catapault into the end zone
from the one.
After placekicker David
Tuck had his consecutive extra point string broken at 31,
the MSU defense arrived to
show it was not going to make
just a token appearance.
Just when the Indians could
have taken the momentum as
Ed Hotz trimmed the margin
back to six with a 25-yard field
goal and Murray State had to
turn the ball over from its own
19, Tuck wiped out any
thoughts about the missed extra point by getting off a
school and Division I-AA
record 81-yard punt into the
SEMO end zone.
To add a little impetus to
Murray State's second half
defensive charge, SEMO
made one last turnover just
before halftime as it was moving the ball. But Mosley
fumbled and Larry Maze
recovered at the Indians' 43.
The second half, however,
brought out the MSU defense
in the character of relentless
stormtroopers. Crashing the
SEMO line from both ends and
up the middle, it forced three
losses on the visitors' first second half series, capped by a

fumble recovery by Jones at
the SEMO 28.
did penetrate deep into Racer
territory on a halfback option
pass to the 32, resulting in a 45yard field goal, the MSU
defense forced SEMO into
eight losses from scrimmage
in the second half.
Also, just when MSU looked
content to settle for its 12-6
lead with Nick Nance beginning to pick up the pace for 53
second half yards in nine carries, Gibbs found Ponder's
alternate, Anthony Robbins,
on a perfect strike down the
right sideline for a 29-yard
touchdown with only 1:03 left
in the game.
Despite a few brief scares
and a sputtering offense, Gottfried was glad to get the opening win.
"Last year, we did not play
well in the opening game," he
said."The difference this year
is that they found a way to
win.
"Frank (Beamer)and those
guys did a good job with the
pass rush.
"We are going to be all right
throwing the ball. Tonight, we
played close to the best. We
will loosen up a bit later.

LOUISVILLE — In the
Westport Invitational Run
here Saturday, Murray State
freshman Chris Bunyan won
the 10,000 meter run in a time
of 31.37 to lead MSU to the
team title.
Pat Chimes finished fourth
in the race for the Racers
while Barry Atwell was seventh.

It was the second straight
win for Murray State in this
event.

ious. But he's saturated with
raw talent. He's bulldog
tough. And he has all the guts
in the world.
Let's hear it for "Super-

Your
Pot-O-Gold
Awaits You
This Weekend
Find It at A
Local Store

Deanna Dennison was 10th
in the race for MSU in a time
of 19:17.

rivals are inclined to do.
But it was the flashing,
highstrung, often explosive
McEnroe who hit the final shot
and who was called to center
stage to receive the gleaming
trophy he had also won the
It wasn't a piece of cake.
year before.
The kid had to come off a
The crowd still booed.
better-than -four-hour
This was a throng largely of
knockdown, dragout court
brawl with his old adversary, John's home folks, certainly
fellow
Jimmy Connors — a battle perdominently
decided in a fifth-set Americans. He hails from
tiebreaker — to face the sup- Douglaston, about eight miles
posedly invincible Swedish up the pike on Grand Central
sphinx in the final round of the Parkway. Borg's native counU.S. Open at Flushing try is Sweden and his current
home Monte Carlo, looms
Meadow.
With the boos of the home thousands of miles away
crowd still ringing in his ears, across the ocean.
Still the boisterous bull ring
in less than 24 hours he went to
the match with the great Borg crowd cheered wildly for the
and in the course of another 24-year-old Swede, whose five
five-set marathon had every straight Wimbledon chamexcuse to crack under the in- pionships have made him a
tense pressure — as Borg's living legend, and they applauded every time the
neighborhood kid hit one into
the net.
It could have destroyed a
lesser rnah.
It took a stiff upper lip for
the 21-year-old youngster to
survive in a match in which he
reeled off the first two sets and
then saw Borg roar back with
one of his patented magician
escape attempts. But he did,
and now one can expect a long
series of exciting duels
between these two starkly,
contrasting masters of the
sport — the stoical, unflappable Swede, with his topspin
ground strokes and radar
passing shots, and the brash,
cocky New Yorker, agile,
lightning-quick, with a deadly
sweeping left-handed service
and rifle-tike volleys.
"In the future, we're going
to have some great matches,
John and I," Borg modestly
LINCOLN
predicted afterward.
He had no alibis.
brat" John McEnroe, the kid
who broke the the unbreakable, the fuzz-faced
spoiler who canceled Bjorn
Borg's "Grand Slam" flight to
Australia.

September Clearance Sale 1
You'll Never Buy For Less!

New Mercurys, Cougars, Monarchs,
Zephyrs, Capris, and Mercury
Bobcats With Best Prices Ever.

McE
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Slam
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for thi
by Doi
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sod() Nisi.'

515 South 12th Street

753-4961

0 3 0 3- 6
SE Missouri
9 0 3 7-19
Murray State
MUR-Hudspeth 1 run (kick failed)
MUR-FG Tuck 37
SEMO-FG Hotz 25
MUIL-FG Tuck 30
SEAM-I -FG Holz 45
MUR-Robbins 29 pass from Gibbs
(Tuck luck
A-15,000

"The defense put the
pressure on all night. But we
got Mike Watson,and that was
a big loss.
"We are going to have a
tough time next week (against
Youngstown State)."

First Downs
Rushes-yards
Passing Yards
Return yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards

8,
17 47-14
35-.6
74 •
115
64
18
13-284 3-9-0 4
6-39 7-14
5-25

740

r EAR
SERVICE STORES

NT
ALIGNME
ND
FRONT-E
Improve Handling...Increase
Tread Life...Boost MPG!

995

1788
WARRANTED 90
DAYS...OR
3,000 MILES,
WHICHEVER
COMES FIRST

LIFETIME•
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

You pay only once, From than on. well align your
car s front end at no charge every 5,000 miles or
whenever IIto needed -to, as long as you own
your car No problems No hassle No tot:Kong.

.Inspect all lour tires • Set caster camber and toe to proper elIgnment •Inspect suspension
'
and steering systems
extra
Most US cars Includes front wheel drive Many Imports and light trucks Chevettes
Parts and addittonal services extra if needed
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
every 6
For as long as you own your car, we will recheck and align the front end, if needed.
months or 5.000 rntles -or whenever needed Valicl only at the Goodyear Service Store where
or
Purchased Offer does not cover the replacement of tires andror parts that become worn
other
any
by
perlorrned
damaged Agreement vold if service work affecting the alignment is
outlet

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

Lube & Oil Change
INCLUDING
Our Spoint maintenance check:
.Transmtssion fluid • Battery cable
• Atr Filter
.power steering
• Bells and hoses
quid
• Differential level
• Brake fluid
• Tire pressure
levsfl
water
Battery
•

Includes up to live
quarts rnator brand
10W30 cod
) filter ertra it needed

CAIORF

TUNE-UP!
12-MONTH
...Saves Gas All Year Long
Standard
Ignition
Subtract $A for
Electronic
Ignition

Includes many rrnporte and loghl trucks
Please call for appointment

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

Brake Service- Your Choice

88

Most US c•rs, many imports, and light trucks
Additional parts and
servtces extra 11 needed

4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
brake lining all 4 wheels •
new front brake pads and grease
New front grease Seals• Re
seals • Resurface front rotors •
Repack front wheel bearings• In OR surface drums • Repack
trod t bearings • Inspect hy
specl calipers and hydraulic sys
draultc system • Add fluid
tem • Add Dud Woes not include
rear wheels)
• Most US Cars, many imports and light trucks
Warranted 12 months we 12,000
whichever comes first

•Check charging and starting systems • Install new rotor, spark
plugs, points, and condenser • Set dwell and timing • Check,
lubricate, and adjust choke as needed • Adjust carburetor • Additional parts & services extra if needed.
Any time within one year of your tune-up, bring your invoice and
'Free Engine Analysis' certificate back to the Goodyear Service
Store that performed the original work. They'll give your car an
electronic check-up, and if any parts replacement or adjustment
is needed, and was part of the original tune•up, Goodyear will fix
it free of charge. Up to three free analyses

Great for Grip In Any Season!
OUR AUTO
SERVICE FAMILY
INCLUDES:
Tune up • Alignment
• Lutie & Oil •
(1,0,., • Trans
MISSIOn Service •
Mufflers and more
CARS, LIGHT
for
TRUCKS VANS &
RV Si

TIEMPO RADIALS

3995

The Original All
Season Radial...Only
From Goodyear!
FROM

CHARM IT!
ARRAY TODAY FOR
YOUR GOODYEAR
CAR CARD

Nice Selection In Stock

Hatcher
Auto Sales

gaining 76 yards in 19 carries for the game. Nance picked
up 53 of those yards in the second half,

MURRAY STATE'S LEADING RUSHER NICK NANCE (38)
eludes Southeast Missouri defenders on his we to

The Lady Racers finished
third behind winning Purdue
in the women's competition.

Despite Being Brassy, McEnroe's
Raw Talent Carries Him In Open
By WILL GRUSISLEV
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — He's
sassy. He's brassy. At times
he can be downright obnox-

Lloy
pion f
day
Mandl
5-7, 6-]
the mi
her di,
then )
the ml
Borg
turvy

"Coach (Tom r Walsh would
like to throw a little more. On be more ground-oriented. We
that last one (to Robbins), he won the field position battle
said we would score.
(mostly because of Tuck's 44.3
`)The lead dictated we could yard punting average).
After the offense was stop"Tuck had a great game
ped at the Southeast Missouri stopping game. He is going to
13, Tuck added to the le-ad with get better and better.
a 30-Yard field goal.
And although the Indians

MSU Cross Country
Team Wins Opening
Meet, Bunyan First

NE
1980 I
pions)
simpl
hold I
from
and
tuoso
could
Borg.

Revolving
Charge Account
US@ any of that.? othes Stray II to boy
Pere Customer Credd Plan •
Master Change • Visa • American Es
press Card • Carte Blanche • Diners
Clubs Dam

Our

126-111en
753-0585

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE • WE RE/URN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO
SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY NATIONWIDE

Goodyear

WE'RE OPEN AT 7.10 AM

mERCURY

P155RIOR12.4arkwAli.
plus Sr 311 PET
and old the

. All Good
LIMITED W
year Service is Warranted for at
teast 90 days or 3.000 miles
youcheyltr comes first-many
services much longer If warren
ty SAM. IS Mit moored, go to
the Goodyear Servic• Stor•

Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

whore the original work was per
formed and well II, it tree If
OOtravat you ra MOM _Man SO
moles from the onginal afore solo any of Goodyear s '400 Sets
ice Stores neltonwtdo

Store Manager
Norman Hagedorn
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No One Could Hold Back
Evert, McEnroe In Open
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
1980 U.S. Open tennis championships came down to two
simple facts: No one could
hold back Chris Evert Lloyd
from fulfilling her dreams,
and a gritty left-handed virtuoso named John McEnroe
could shatter those of Bjorn
Borg.
Lloyd became Open champion for the fifth time Saturday by beating Hana
Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia
5-7, 6-1, 6-1 in what she called
the most emotional victory of
her distinguished career. She
then yielded the spotlight to
the men — and McEnroe and
Borg filled it with a topsyturvy five-set final.
McEnroe denied Borg his
first American championship
and a shot at tennis' Grand
Slam with a 7-6, 6-1, 6-7, 5-7, 6-4
triumph Sunday that
cemented a place in history
for the 21-year-old from nearby Douglaston, N.Y.

The second seed becaine the
first man to repeat as Open
titlist since Neale Fraser of
Australia in 1959-60 and the
first American to do so since
Pancho Gonzalez in 1948-49.
"It's great to win this tournament two years in a row,"
said McEnroe, who used a
variety of slices, offspeed
shots and blazing returns to
reverse the five-set loss to
Borg he suffered at
Wimbledon in July. "After
Wimbledon, I didn't know
when I'd get my chance to
beat him, but I figured my
best chance would be here on
my best surface (cement).
"There wasn't as much intensity here as at Wimbledon.
I don't think Bjorn played that
well the whole match."
He certainly didn't serve
well. The Swede who has won
Wimbledon the last five years
and also took the French Open
for the fifth time earlier this
year — he would have needed
the U.S. and Australian Opens
to complete the slam — con-

nected on just 49 percent of his
first serves and double faulted
nine times.
"It was the worst I have
ever served in a final," said
Borg."I had to work on my second serve the whole match. It
was very tiring."
The tournament was worth
146,000 to McEnroe and $23,000
to Borg out of a $654,082 purse,
the largest in tennis history.
Eight times he has failed here,
including the last three years
with the Grand Slam still
alive. It was his third loss in
the final.
"As long as I play tennis, I
want to win the U.S. Open,"
said Borg. "I'll keep trying.
It's my biggest ambition."
Lloyd's chief ambition was
to return to the top of. the
wOmen's tennis world after an
erratic 1979 and a three-month
hiatus from the tour earlier
this year. When she came
back, Lloyd won the Italian
and French opens, lost the
Wimbledon final to Evonne
Goolagong, then came here
determined to fulfill her goal.

She did, convincingly,
beating top seed Tracy Austin
along the way, then disposing
of
ninth-seeded
the
Mandlikova in the final.
"I'm thrilled," said Lloyd.
"This is the toughest of the
Opens I've won. There was
more emotion in this tournament."
Lloyd was especially happy
that her father Jim, the only
coach she's ever had, was able
to attend the final.
"It would have been very
frustrating to end my career
without his ever having seen
me win a major. I dragged
him here."

..6146.•

BROUGHT DOWN ON A SHOESTRING TACKLE,
Southeast Missouri runner David Webb (32)finds himself
facing the turf as Eddie Gallrein (91), Jeff Gardner(71)and

Quarterbacks Are Way Ahead
Of Cornerbacks In NFL Openers

Nobody had to drag people
out to see the Open, which had
an overall attendance of
364,350, a record. Those fans
also saw Stan Smith and Bob
Lutz team for the men's
doubles title; Billie Jean King
By The Associated Press
and Martina Navratilova comfired four TD strikes, two of
Pro football had its opening them to John Jefferson, as the
bine for the women's crown,
baseball's sum- San Diego Chargers crushed
and Marty Riessen and Wendy during
Turnbull capture the mixed merfest, so it's fair to steal the Seattle Seahawks 34-13.
this basic from the national
doubles.
—Tommy Kramer, emergpastime: After the first week ing from Fran Tarkenton's
of the season, the pitchers long shadow, completed 30 of
(quarterbacks) are way 42 passes for 395 yards and
ahead of the hitters (corner- three touchdowns, rallying the
way, but completed only eight backs).
Minnesota Vikings past the
of 21 passes for 106 yards.
Translated into Xs and Os, Atlanta Falcons 24-23.
Reserve Scott Gannon com—Terry Bradshaw ran for
pleted only two passes and that means quarterbacks, an
threw both of lappett's in- endangered species that did a one touchdown and passed for
lot of limping around last two others in leading the Pittterceptions.
season, easily won Sunday's sburgh Steelers over the
battle with cornerbacks, those Houston Oilers 31-17.
—Ron Jaworski's three
aggressive head-hunters who
try to keep up with the Joneses touchdown passes carried the
of the National Football Philadelphia Eagles past the
League
by
running Denver Broncos 27-6.
backwards.
—Bert Jones, who missed
Sophomore quarterback
—Phil Simms, the secon- all but seven games of the past
Terry Henry led all rushers
dyear quarterback of ttie New two seasons with a damaged
with 112 yards and senior
York Giants, tossed five shoulder, ran for one
fullback Randy Brooks added
touchdown passes — four to touchdown and passed for 257
109 for Kentucky. Sophomore
Earnest Gray — in victimizing yards in leading the Baltimore
running back Chris JoneY, the
Colts past the New York Jets
the St. Louis Cardiaals 41-35.
Southeastern Conference's
17-14.
—Dan
Fouts,
who
set
a
No. 7 rusher last season,
—Dan Pastorini, playing his
single-season record with
managed 71 yards in 17 car4,082 passing yards in 1979, first regular season game for
ries.
Oakland after being traded by
Houston for Ken Stabler, tossed two TD passes to Bob
Chandler and set up another
score with a 52-yard bomb as
the Raiders downed the Kansas City Chiefs 27-14.
—Steve Grogan of New
England threw for three
touchdowns in the Patriots' 3417 triumph over the Cleveland
Browns.

Miami Rallies To Beat Louisville, 24-10
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Quarterback Jim Kelly passed
for two third-quarter
touchdowns and defensive
back Ronnie Lippett set up
two other scores with pass interceptions as Miami, Fla.,
rallied for a 24-10 win over
Louisville in the college football opener for each team.
A swarming Louisville
defense held Miami scoreless
in the first half of SaffirdaY's
game and set up two Cardinal
scores as Louisville built a 10-0,
halftime lead. Midway of the
third period, however, Kelftj,
who had been held to 42 passing yards in the first half, hit
Larry Brodsky with a 31-yard
pass at the Louisville 1-yard
line. Two plays later, Kelly
passed to tight end Mark
Cooper for the score.
Miami took the lead the next
time it had the ball, when littleused split end Rocky -Belk
scored on a 32-yard pass from
Kelley. Belk had gone out of
bounds on the play, but was in
bounds in the end zone when
the ball arrived.
The officials told upset
Louisville coaches that Belk
had been bumped out of
bounds by defensive back
Frank Minnifield, and was
thus allowed to catch the pass.
lappett's first interception
set up a 26-yard field goal by
Dan Miller and he returned his

second theft 52 yards for the with a wide-open pro-style
game's final score with less passing attack, it was the
than two minutes left in the defense which kept the Cargame.
dinals in the game.
Although Louisville opened
Louisville quarterback Pat
under new Coach Bob Weber 'Patterson went most of the

Kentucky's 17-10 Win Over
Utah State Is No Work Of Art
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's 17-10 victory over
Utah State was no work of art,
but at least the Wildcats
"learned a lot and know what
we have to work on," Coach
Fran Curci said.
Presumably, the subject of
turnovers will come up in
practice this week before Kentucky hits the road to face
high-powered and fifth-ranked
Oklahoma on Saturday.
The Wildcats figure to be
heavy underdogs against the
Sooners, but in the seasonopener against the Aggies,
"We showed a lot of class,"
Curet.said.
"We're not a real good football team. We're scramblers.
I thought we should have
a
lot
more
scored
touchdowns," Curci said.
Indeed, the Wildcats roared
back and forth between the 10yard lines Saturday. They
amassed 211 offensive yards

in the first half to just 63 for
the Aggies; but led just 7-0 at
halftime, thanks in part to
three drive-stopping turnovers.
"At halftime,I said we were
going to run right at them,
even if we lost this game,"
Curci said.

—Doug Williams hit tight
end Jimmie Giles with a pair
of TD passes, the second one
coming with 1:47 left, to give
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers a
17-12 victory over the Cincinnati Bertgals.

de-

Watch This Space
For Details On
Pot-O-Gold Weekend

THE KING AND HIS COURT BATTING ORDER — (Left to right) John Bateman, Eddie
Feigner, Sr., Al Jackson and Eddie Feigner, Jr.

King And His Court Will
Be In Murray Thursday
Softball's super showman,
Eddie (The King) Feigner,
will lead his four-man King &
His Court team against the
full-sized Murray Church
League All-Stars this
Thursday night.
The game, sponsored by the
Murray Church Softball
League will start at 7:30 p.m.
at the city-county park.
In his 35th successive season
on the road, the superbly-fit
Feigner is still firing away
with 90 mph speeds, exhibiting
some 30 different pitches and
strikes out the side as if on
command.
As the last of the great barnstormers, he is drawing bigger crowds than ever. He
made July 14, 1977 a red-letter
day in Midland, Mich. softball
by drawing 7,000 fans and turning away 3,000.
Feigner keeps fans amused
with his breezy patter
throughout_ the game. A pitching exhibitiOn always
follows the game.
Does Feigner feel he is as
5/229 good as when he first took to
the road 35 years.ago?

Men's
or Ladies

2 Pc.
Suits

Sept. 9-10.11

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OpenTorn to6p rn

Moats 753.182S

2/429

Shirts
Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

•

Jim Dunaway (25) come over to help the unidentified
Murray State tackier.

"Just as good, and maybe
better," he assures. "I may
have lost a few inches off my
fast fall, but the rest of my pitching repertoire seems to improve with each season."
Three slugging teammates
complete the Feigner team.
They included catcher John
Bateman, former major
leaguer, who hit 179 homers
last season; shortstop Eddie
Feigner Jr., the pitcher's son,
who clubbed 125, and firstbaseman Al Jackson, a 22year member of the club, who
had had his usual .400 hitting
and 50-homer year.
How often does the King
His Court four-man softball
team win during its grueling
250-game season against fullsized all-star squads?
"Ninety-five percent of the
time," says Eddie Feigner,
team owner and legendary pitcher still firing the ball at 90
mph in the "King's" 34th consecutive year on the road.
"We probably wouldn't lose
the other five percent if we
didn't dedicate part of the
game to entertainment - like

clowning, trick plays, pitching
blindfolded and pitching from
second base."
"The thought is always to
entertain the fan," continued
Feigner.
Feigner's team includes his
son, Eddie Feigner Jr."JR.",
shortstop; John Bateman,
nine-year major leaguer catcher, and Al Jackson, 22-year
member of the team, first
base. All hit with power.
Bateman clubbed 179 homers
last season; "JR." in 1978 hit
125. Jackson will hit his 1000th
home run in 1980...a record.
Feigner is high on the ability
of son Eddie,a 28 year-old star
who can hit for distance, hit
for average, run, field and
throw.
"Some have called him the
best softball player in the
country," Feigner says, adding with a prideful grin, "I
find Whard to disagree with
-them"
More people than ever keep
turning otit to see Feigner's
pitching mastery. A record
crowd is expected for this
game.

In other games, rookie running back Billy Sims rushed for
three touchdowns and 153
yards in pacing the upstart
Detroit Lions over the Los
Angeles Rams 41-20; Chester
Marcol picked up his own
blocked field goal try and
scampered 25 yards for a
touchdown six minutes into
overtime to give the needy
Green Bay Packers a 12-6
triumph over the Chicago
Bears; the Buffalo Bills beat
Miami 17-7, their first triumph
over the Dolphins since
November, 1969 — an NFL
record 20 games; and Ray
Wersching booted a 37-yard
field goal with less than four
minutes remaining, giving the
San Francisco 49ers a 26-23
victory over the New Orleans
Saints.
The Washington Redskins
host the Dallas Cowboys
tonight to round out the first
week of the NFL season.

Giants 41,Cardinals 35
"I think I went to the right
passes with the right coverage
every play," said the Giants'
Simms, who was an effective
pass partner to Gray, who
caught a club record four TD
passes. Gray finished with
nine receptions for 174 yards.
The Giants, who scored just
36 points in losing three of four
preseason games, beat the
Cardinals in St. Louis for the
first time since 1972.
Chargers 34,Seahawks 13
San Diego, which rode
Fouts' strong arm to the
playoffs last year, bounced
back from a losing preseason
game against Seattle. "We
showed a lot of our offense today, but we didn't show all of
it," said Fouts. The passrr:' chargers gained 224
yards in the air and ran for
197.
Vikings 24, Falcons 23
Rick Danmeier's 27-yard
field goal with 25 seconds to
play was the game-winner,
but the Vikings' Kramer was
the offensive hero,taking Minnesota 69 yards in less than
three minutes in the final
drive.
"That's Fran Tarkenton
still playing," said Atlanta
quarterback Steve Bartkowski, who passed for 265
yards for the Falcons.
Steelers 31, Oilers 17
"Same Houston-Pittsburgh
rivalry," said Bradshaw, who
broke a 17-17 tie with a 1-yard
TD dive. "No secrets. No surprises." The final score was
no surprise, either. As good as
the Oilers have been the past
couple of seasons, the Steelers
have been better, winning the
last two Super Bowls and four
of the last six.
The Oilers, whose quarterback,Stabler, was intercepted
five times, rallied from a 17-0
first-quarter deficit. "Y'all
caught me off guard,"
Houston Coach Bum Phillips
said. "I didn't have my losing
speech prepared."
Packers 12, Bears 6,OT
With some citizens in Green
Bay howling for Coach Bart
Starr's scalp after a winless
preseason, placekicker Marcol came to thexescue with his
first TD in nine NFL seasons.
"It was the thrill of my life,"
said Marcol. "But I'm sure it
won't sink in until tomorrow,
because it was one we really
needed to win."
Lions 41, Rams 20
For finishing last in 1979, the
Lions picked Sims, from
Oklahoma, as the NFL's first
draft choice. He paid off im-

mediately with TD runs of 10,
1 and 41 yards and two pass
receptions for 64 yards, doing
it all against a Ram defense
that took Los Angeles to the
Super Bowl last season but
took the day off Sunday.
"We played a lousy football
game," said Ram Coach Ray
Malavasi. "We weren't ready
to play. The defense wasn't
ready to play."
Bllls 17, Dolphins 7
"It's my greatest feeling,"
said veteran guard Reggie
McKenzie after the Bills finally beat the Dolphins. Buffalo
quarterback Joe Ferguson
passed 4 yards to Roosevelt
Leaks with 3:47 left in the
game to give the Bills a H)-7
lead, prompting Ferguson to
kiss the ground in 115preciation.
Eagles 27, Broncos 6 •
and
the
Jaworski
stifling
Philadelphia's
defense, which picked up five
quarterback sacks, were too
much for Denver and quarterback Matt Robinson, playing
his first regular season game
for the Broncos after being
traded by the Jets.
"It was a matter of an experienced quarterback working the game against a guy
playing a money game for the
first time and not doing well.
said Denver Coach Red
Miller,
Colts 17, Jets 14
The difference in the game
was that, when the score was
14-14, Steve Mike-Mayer made
a 46-yard field goal, and when
it was 17-14, the Jets' Pat
Leahy missed one from 32
yards out.
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McCatty Pitches Oakland's 78th
Complete Game For AL Record
P-

By KEN ItAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Oakland As set a pitclung record Sunday at the expense . of the Baltimore
Orioles.
It turned out to be pretty expensive, too. It may cost the
Orioles the American League
East title.
Throwing 150 pitches, including 73 in the first three innings, Steve McCatty, 11-13,
hurled a record 78th complete
game for Oakland as the A's
defeatea the Orioles 5-2 and
seriously damaged their hopes
for the East championsip.

It enabled Oakland to break
a tie for a 162-game schedule
they shared with the 1968 San
Francisco Giants, and is the
most in the major leagues
since the 1953 Cleveland Indians recorded 81 for a 154game schedule. The all-time
mark is 106 by the 1940,
Chicago White Sox.
Elsewhere in the AL, Kansas City defeated Cleveland 64; Seattle outscored Boston 126; Texas turned back
Milwaukee 7-2; Minnesota
stopped Detroit 3-1 and Toronto took a doubleheader from
Chicago,3-1 and 7-6.
The complete game, incidentally, was the 19th in the
last 28 games for Oakland pitchers.
The At scored all the runs
The loss coincided with New
they needed with three in the
over
the
York's 4-1 victory
first inning off Steve Stone, 22California Angels and gave
6. A single by Dwayne Mur/
2-game lead
the Yankees a 41
phy, a double by Dave Reverover the second-place Orioles.
ing and a single by Wayne
"It's ironic that I pitched the Gross drove in the runs.
record-breaking game," said
Yankees 4, Angels 1
McCatty, "because I have the
Jim Spencer slammed a
least amount of complete three-run homer and leftgames on the staff. It would hander Rudy May combined
have been nice if Mike Norris with two relievers on a sevenor Rick Langford had done it, hitter to lead New York over
but I feel I contributed, too."
California.
May,13-5, pitched seven innThe complete game was the
fifth in his last seven starts ings, allowing just four hits
and the ninth this season for and lowering his earned run
average to 2.29, best in the
McCatty.

AL Roundup

league. Doug Bird and Rich
Gossage finished up, with
Gossage earning his 24th save.
Held hitless by rookie Jim
Dorsey,0-2, through three innings, the Yankees took a 3-0
lead in the fourth on Spencer's
shot.
Royals 8, Indians 4
Willie Ailiens hit a home run
and two singles and drove in
three runs to pace Kansas City
over Cleveland. Aikens' three
RBI helped the Royals build a
5-1 lead through six innings,
enough to withstand a late
flurry by the Indians.
Winner Dennis Leonard, 179, survived a shaky first inning, then retired 15 men in a
row before being driven from
the mound in the seventh,
when the Indians scored three
times.
Mariners 12, Red Sox 6
Larry Milbourne, Leon
Roberts and Rodney Craig
each collected three hits and
two RBI as Seattle routed
Boston.
The Mariners struck for
eight runs in the second inning, putting the game out of
reach and completing the
four-game series with a 3-1
edge.
Rangers 7, Brewers 2
Mike Richardt socked three
singles and drove in three

runs, leading Texas over
Milwaukee to spoil George
Bamberger's final game as
the Brewers' manager.
Winner Doc Medich, 12-9,
scattered 13 hits before
needing last-out relief help
from John Henry Johnson.
The Rangers took a 2-1 lead in
the second inning on
Richardt's two-run single off
Bob McClure, 2-7, and were
never headed.
Twins 3, Tigers 1
Roy Smalley belted a tworun homer to back the combined four-hit pitching of Darrell
Jackson and Doug Corbett as
Minnesota defeated Detroit.
Jackson, 9-8, gave up all four
Detroit hits and one unearned
run over the first seven innings before Corbett finished
up.
Mark Fidrych, 1-3, had a
four-hitter going until the
Twins shelled him in the
eighth inning.
Blue Jays 3-7, White Sox 14
John Mayberry hit a homer
and Joey McLaughlin and
Mike Barlow combined on an
eighthitterias Toronto beat
Chicago in the first game of
their doubleheader.
Damaso Garcia drove in
four runs, three on a two-out,
basesloaded triple in the third
inning,to lead the Blue Jays to
their second-game victory.

Despite Loss To Giants, Expos
Return Home With Game Lead
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
Losing a baseball game Sunday couldn't get Dick
Williams down. After all, his
Montreal Expos were going
home from an arduous West
Coast trip still clinging to the
legd in the National League
East.
The Expos lost the first four
games of the journey at Los
Angeles and dropped briefly
behind the Philadelphia
Phillies into a second-place tie
with Pittsburgh.

NI Roundup
But even though they dropped a 6-3 decision to the San
Francisco Giants Sunday, the
Expos headed home with a
one-game lead over the
Phillies and two games on the
Pirates after winding up their
tough trek with a 5-6 record.
''We picked up ground on
the two other clubs (Pittsburgh and Philadelphia) and
-we're going home in first
place. That's not too bad,"
said Williams.
Expos' pitchers had
registered 30 consecutive

scoreless innings over the
Giants before Darrell Evan's
run-scoring double ignited a
three-run fourth inning off
Montreal starter Charlit Lea.
A pair of Andre Dawson
homers off winner Vida Blue,
13-7, helped Montreal pull into
a 3-3 tie. But the Giants scored
a pair of unearned runs
without a hit in the sixth to go
ahead for good. Greg Minton
preserved the lead for Blue
and picked up his 18th save.
In other NL action, Atlanta
beat Pittsburgh 6-5, Los
Angeles stopped Philadelphia
5-0, St. Louis tipped Houston 20, Chicago edged Cincinnati 64 and San Diego tipped the
New York Mets 5-2.
Braves 6,Pirates 5
Atlanta came from behind
again, this time on a two-out,
two-run homer in the eighth by
Dale Murphy, to continue its
mystifying mastery over the
world champion Pirates. The
victory ended the season
series between the two with
Atlanta holding an 11-1 edge.
The triumph also gave the
Braves a 24-6 record over the
past 30 games, which is the
best in baseball. And some
people think the once forlorn

/
2 games
Braves, now 71
behind, have a real shot at catching NL West leader Los
Angeles.
Dodgers 6,Phillles 0
Los Angeles starter Dave
Goltz sprained an ankle and
had to be removed after allowing just one hit through the
first three innings, but Bobby
Castillo, 6-6, came on to limit
the Phillies to just two more
hits over the last six frames.
Meanwhile, Dave Lopes drove
in two runs and the Dodgers
collected 10 hits off five
Philadelphia pitchers. Starter
Dick Ruthven, 14-9, took the
loss.
Cardinals 2, Astros 0
Pete Vuckovich, 10-9, scattered eight hits for his third
shutout of the season as the
second-place Astros fell two
games behind the Dodgers.
Vuckovich struck out six and
walked one, twice retiring
Cesar Cedeno on groundouts
after getting in jams by allowing two-out singles to Terry
Pub!and Jose Cruz.
and
Simmons
Ted
Vuckovich provided the runs
with RBI singles off Houston
starter Ken Forsch, 10-12, in
the first two innings.

Cubs 6, Reds 4
,Pinch-runner Carlos Lezcano raced home from first-on
Jerry Martin's two-out double
in the eighth inning to break a
4-4 deadlock and send Chicago
to its victory. Cliff Johnson
started the rally with a single
and Lezcano ran for him.
Then, with one out, right
fielder Ken Griffey tried for a
shoestring catch on Martin's
liner to right, but the ball
bounded off his glove, enabling Lezcano to score.
Griffey recovered quickly
and his throw went to second.
Dave Concepcion caught it
and made a swipe at the
sliding Martin, but just missed
as Lezcano scored.
Instead of the inning being
over with the score still tied,
Steve Dillard followed with a
single to score Martin with an
insurance run as Bruce Sutter,
5-7, picked up the victory and
Doug Bair, 1-6, took the loss.
Padres 5, Mets 2
Hot-hitting Broderick
Perkins singled in one run and
Gene Tenace doubled home
two more to help Bob Shirley,
10-10, hand New York its ninth
straight loss. He also became
the first San Diego pitcher to
win 10 games this season.

EKU Escapes With 24-21 Victory
season opener for both
Western Kentucky and Akron with a repeat performance.
schools.
- beat nonconference opHall launched a long-ball atMeanwhile, Murray State, ponents, while Middle Ten- tack during Saturday's season
the defending Ohio Valley
nessee and Morehead took it opener against Evansville
Conference title holder, spoil- on the chin in their season that included completing eight
ed Southeast Missouri's hopes opening matchups.
of 11 passes for 258 yards,
Eastern Kentucky Coach allowing the Hilltoppers to
for an opening game upset by
Roy Kidd said his team will whip their non-conference opracing to a 19-6 victory.
Two other OVC schools - have to earn their way this ponents 40-18.
season because it's obvious no
The OVC's second-newest
one is going to roll over and member, Akron opened
play dead for them simply against non-conference oppobecause they were last year's nent Northeast Missouri with
champs.
a 31-7 win and with Tom
"I believe deep in my heart Freeman running for one
that
the
players touchdown and passing for
underestimated Kentucky two more Saturday night.
State," Kidd said. "I don't
Andy Graham's 28-yard
think the coaches did."
field goal for the Zips was his
The Thorobreds were ahead 12th straight three-pointer,
21-13 almost three minutes in- breaking an NCAA record for
to the fourth quarter, but a Divisions II and III.
touchdown, a two-point conIn other action, Middle Tenversion and one of David
nessee's Blue Raiders were
Flores' three field goals gave
looking for their first openingthe Colonels the 24-21 win.
game win Saturday since 1974.
Kicker David Tuck earned a
Now they'll have to wait until
place in the Murray State
next year.
---rec,o.rd books by adding an 81Nelson McMurrain's 49yard punt as the Racers opened their season with a 19-6 vic- yard field goal in the third
quarter set a school record
tory over Southeast Missouri.
and his North Alabama teamWith two field goals and an
mates trounced the visiting
extra point, Tuck personally
Raiders 36-0.
outscored Southeast Missouri
Jon Sharretts passed for one
and gave Coach Mike Gottfried his first win over that touchdown and set up two
others Saturday as Marshall
school in three tries.
llom-toins dilemmas fade
Murray, which didn't lose swamped Morehead State 35after a WELCOME WASON call.
anyone from a defensive unit 8
As year Nostoss, it's my job to help we make lb.
Sharretts broke open a tight
that
last year led the OVC in
most of your mow noighborlisiod. Syr shopping areas..
team defense, limited game in the third period when
Commisaity opportimitios. Special attraction. Lots
Southeast Missouri to just 46 he passed 19 yards to Dickie
of facts to sass ye...sod maim.
rushing yards, including .Rollins for the first touchdown
Phis a basket of gifts for your Laxity.
of the day.*.
mIni19 3111 the seetind half.
I'll be lists** for your call.
Western Kentucky's John
Morehead State averted a
elcome Wagon
Hall, the OVC's Offensive shutout with 8:41 to play when
Player of the Year in 1979, Brian Shimer scored from 1
Mary Hamilton 753-5670
Inge King 492-8348
may wind up his senior year
yard out.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Maior League Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATIING (375 a bac --rarnpatua Si
Was, .313, Hendrick, St WWI, .316,
Buctwer, Chicago .316, Menu!, Si UAW
.315, Jtha,Houston, 311
RUNS -KHernick. Si 1441114. 94, LaFioreMisiteesi, Si, Mink, Atlanta, 80; Sdunidt,
PhiladelpNa,0, Rose, Phanciekillsa,81
RBI-Sotwadt, Plaldelphia, 00, Haidlick,
Loma, 95; Garvey, 1411
alkar, IAN Angeles,0,SummiJ5,Si Lows,
15; Mired& M Laws,85
HITS-Garvey, Los Angeles, 157;
Mohan* San Dago, 161, Hendrick, Si
Louis, MO, Rose, Philadelphia, 10, Kral.,
Houston, LW.
DOUBLES-Rose, Philadelphia, 36,
Knight, Cineurou, 34, Down" Montreal,
33. )(Herod; St louts, 32;[Menem anonnati,
TRIPLES--RScott, Montreal, 11;
McBride, PhasdelPhia, 10, (Moreno, Pit&
sburgh, 10, LeFlore, Montreal, 9;
l'endoketan,Si Louis,9.
HOME HUNS-Schnadt, Philadelphia,
36; Horner,Atlanta,33; Murphy, Atlanta,213;
Baker, Los Angeles, 27, Hendrick, Si Loma
23. Oey, Lis Angeles, 23; Garvey, L Angels,
23.
SICKEN BASES-LeFIxe, Montreal,0,
054werio, Pittsburgh,83; Wars,CIrrinnatz,
56, ESoza, Moaned, 56; Richard., San
Diego,0
PITCHING 113 Deasonat-Reuse, los
Angeles, 16-5, .7112, 2.0 Bibby, Pittsburgh,
154, .750, 332 Carton, Philadelphia, 214,
.7.36-2.21; Houton. Lis Angeles. 130. 772,
313; Walk, Philadelphia, 10-4, .714, 4.76.
Richard, Houston, 104, 714, 1.40; Sutton, Los
Angeles, 104,.714. 2.15; DAlexandr,
13-7, se,3,54.
STRIKEOUTS-Carlton, Philadelphia,
347, Ryan, Houston, 159; Blyieverc Pitt-

stargh, 123, PNiekro, Atlanta 151, Soto Unengin,LH
AllESUCAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1375 at bats) -Brett,Kamm CI
ty, 30; (Loper. Milwaukee, .361; Wane,
Ueveiand, .345, lams, Oilifomia. 334;
Riven,Tema .331
RUNIA-- Wan, Kansas Oct, Ill, Yowl,
Milwaukee, 10. Bunko, Baltimore, 00.
Willa,Tema,94, Riven,Texas,91.
RBI--Cooper, Milwaukee, 10; Oliver.
Tema, 101; Brett, Kansas City, 100, ReJacinon, New Tat, 93; Pam Baton. 97.
Ogilvie, Milwaukee, 92, Thomas,
MDwaukee. AMOS,Oakland,00.
HITS-Mem Kansas thy, 193; Choter,
Milwaukee, 191, Rivers, Teum 1111;
Texas, 172, Burntry, liattuncee, 105.
DOUBLES- Yount, Milmukee, 46; 5104Mon Chow% 38; Oliver, Tema, 36;
McRae,Kama Uty,35; Lmin,Boston,31
TRIPLES-Great Davao, is; Maori,
Kamm City, 13; WatiMngtri, Kansas City, 11;
Yount, Milwaukee, 10; BreU.Karam aty.5.
HOME RUNS-Wacky:in, New Turk
35; Oglime, Milwaukee, 33; Thomas,
Milwaukee, 33; Armin,(ddend, 30; Mr
my,Baltimore,n
STOLEN BASES-Henderson, OsIdwid,
72; Wilson, Kansas (Sty, 61; Dilone,
Cleveland, 50; JCrut, Seattle, 40; BurnbrY.
Baltancre,
PITCHING (13 Decisions c--Darwin, Texas, 11-3, AC, 2.33; Slone, Baltuttore, 234,
700,3.60; Gum,Kansas City, 150, .751,2,31,
John, New York 107, 731, 321; RMay, New,
Yet, 134, .772, 2.29; McGregor, Baltimore,
147, .696, 1)3; Barter, Cleveland, 148, as,
3.64; MNorris,Oaldand,184,02,131.
SITHICEOUTS-Binicer, Cleveland, is,
MNorria,(Wand, 154; Guidry, New York,
138; FBannistr, Seattle, 130; Haas,
Milwaukee, 1211

Sports In Brief
GOLF
SUTTON, Mass. (AP)- Wayne Levi
won the 000,000 Jimmy Fund Golf
Classic in a four hole playoff with Gil
Morgan.
Levi, who finished with a final-round
66, parred the 547-yard fourth hole as
Morgan took a bogey-6 with three putts
from about 25 feet, ending the with
playoff on the PGA tour tins year.
Mike Reid fired a closing 68 to finish
third at 271.
PLYMOUTH, Ind. (AP) - Sandra
Spmich finished with a 69 to score her
fifth triumph on the Ladles Professional
Golf Association tour.

TRACK
LONDON (AP) - Britain's Steve
Ovett held off New Zealand's John
Walker and won the mile in 4 minutes,
4.4 seconds tn a British Amateur Athletic
Association track meet. Walker finished
second in 4,04.7.
Brian Oktheld scored a double victory
in field events, winning the shot put with
a throw of 09 feet, VW inches and the
discus at 201-8.
HORSE RACING
Saturday's Races
NEW YORK AP) - Winter's Tale,
$8.60, beat Glorious Song by 4,lengths
to win the 000,000 Marlboro Cup at Belmont Park.

College Football Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Holy C'ross 21, Rhode Island 14
Penn St. 54, Colgate 10
SOUTH
Alabama 26, Georgia Tech)
Appalachian St. 34, James Madison 6
Arkansas St. 29, Tenn.-Martin 9
Citadel 21, Presbyterian 14
E. Carolina 35, Duke 10
Florida St. Ri, Louisiana St 0
Georgia 16, Tennessee 15
Kentucky 17, Utah St. 10
Marshall 35, Morehead 0.8
Maryland 7, Villanova 3
Miami,Fla. 21, Louisville 10
Mississippi St. 14, Memphis Si. 7
N. Carolina 35, Furman 13
N. Carolina St. 12, William & Mary 0
Richmond 20, Bowling Green 17
S. Carolina 37, Pacific U.0
S. Mississippi 17, Tulane 14
SW Louisiana 14, New Mexico St. 12
Tn.-Chattanooga 16, Jacksonville St.

13
Texas A&111 23, Mississippi 20
Virginia Tech it, Wake Forgst 0
W. Virginia 41, Cincinnati 27
MIDWEST
Akrom51,181: Missouri 7
Cent. Michigan 21, Ball St. 17
Illinots 35, Northwestern 9
Illinois St. 28, Nicholls St 13
Indiana St. 13, Drake 10
N.Illinois 16, Long Beach it.9
Notre Dame 31, Purdue 10
W. Michigan 37, E. Michigan 0
Wichita St. 31,S. Illinois 14
SOUTHWEST
McNeese St. 20, W. Texas St. 17
N. Texas St. 31, Texas-Arlington 14
Texas Tech 35, Texas-El Paso 7
FAR WEST
Boise St. 28, Utah 7
Colorado St. 21, Air Force 9
New Mexico 25, Brigham Young 21
San Jose St. 28,Santa Clara 14
Stanford 35, Oregon 25

Molar. Leagues At A Glance
•
ASIMAAN LEAGUE
EMT
W
L
Prt. GB
New York
85 51
.as
460
Bakunore
ID 55
160
Boston
73 00
.519 1060
Detroa
71 61
436 1.332
Milwaukee
73 66
.50 134
Clevelwid
70 05
.519 14%
Toronto
58 78
AZ 27

weer
Kansas City
Texas
Oakland
Minnesota
Chicago
California
SeaUle

rl 50
O 0
58 70
60 78
57 75
52 84
50 95
Sundsnes Comes
Momenta 3, Detroit 1
Toronto 17, Chicago 1-6
Oakland 5, Bal0nure 2
Seattle 12 Boston 8
New York 4, (2ittfornia 1
Kansas City 6, (levelanci 4
Texas 7, Milwaukee 2

as
.500
.40
435
AZ
.282
.368

liii
1960
7760
29
34
363s

NFL

Standings
Nattiest Football League
Al A Glance
By The Associated Preis
American Confetente
East
W L T Pet. PF
1.00i3 17
1 0
Buffalo
1.000 34 P17
New Engkusi
I 0
1 0
1.1305 17 14
Baltimore
N.Y. Jets
1
.as 14 17
Miami
1
.000 7 17
Central
0
1.000 31 17
Pittsburlfn
Cincinnati
1
CEO 12 17
1
.1113 17 34
Cleveland
1
.000 17 31
Houston
Weal
Sari Diego
0
1.003 34 13
0
Oakland
1.003 27
1
.030 6 Zi
Deriver
Kansas City
1
.000 6 Z7
1
.000 13 34
Seattle
National Conference
Fad
N.Y. Giants
I 0 0 1.000 41 35
6
I 0 0 1.000 27
Philadelphia
0
0 0 0 000 0
Danes
0 1 o as 35 41
St Louis
W a shingt o n
000
0
0
0
0
0
Central
1 0
1.000 41 20
Detroit
6
Green Bay
1 0
1.0100 12
1.000 2421
Minnesota
1 0
1.000 17 12
Tampa Bay
1 0
0 1
.000 6 12
Chicago
West
San Francisco 1 0 0 1.003 2621
0 1 0 .030 10 41
Los Angeles
0 1 0 .030 2130
New Orleans
0 1 0 .003 M 24
Atlanta
Swalay's Games
Green Bay 12, Chicago 6 10T)
Nets England 34, Cleveland 17
Minnesota 24, Atlanta 23
Prttsburgh 31, Houston 17
Buffalo 17, Miami 7
New York Giants 41, St. Louts 35
San FriilICISCO 26, New Orleans 7,
Tampa Bay 17, Cincinnati 12
Baltimore 17, New Tat Jets 14
Philadelphia 27. Denser 6
Detroit 41, ton Angeles 0
Oakland 27, Kansas City 6
San Diego 34, Seattle 13
Monday's Game
Dallas at Washington, In)

Newby's Duns
ItalOmose (D.MarUnee 4-3 and Flan*
gm 13-11) al Detnat (Petry 8-7 And Wilco: 134), 7., (to)
New Yort (John 107) at Toronto (Meth
1240), In)
Boston (Torres 11-13) at Cleveland (*diner 140, In)
Ram= City (Gum ga) 00 (lilifortua
(Martinez 54), In)
'L'exas (Jenkins 1110- at Oakland Kingman 7-16),(n)
Only gauss stawkied
NAHONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
Pct, GB
L
Montreal
71 03
.540 72 63
.5.13
I
Philadelphia
Pitt:Minh
72 55
228
2
a LOWS
61 74
.452 12
New York
59 78
.431 15
Chimp
23 51
.is 23
Waif
.577 Los Angeles
79 58
77 60
Houston
.562
2
(incumati
74 0
.503
5
Atlanta
71 05
.572 *7.1
San Flamm)
87 70
.410 12
San Diego
60 78
.435 1060
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 6, Pttisburgh 5
Clamp 6, CIncuinati
Ice Angeles 6, Philadelphia 0
San Diego 5, New York 2
San Francisco 6, Montreal 3
1.11.9 2, Houstm 0
Monday's Games
• Cinrtimito (Pastore 106) at Atlanta (Almanila- 137), In)
Pittsburgh 4Ftobinson 281 at RIMdelptua ( Walk 104), In)
Chicago (McGlotben 9-11) at aloes
(Blorsch 11-7),(n)
Only games scheduled

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Recalled
Paul Hartzell, pitcher, and Mark Corey,
outfielder, from Rochester of the International League. Purchased the contract
of Bob Bonner, shortstop, from
Rochester.

MISS

YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sakadays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays ore p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delive• y.
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & limesare 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to noon,Saturdays.

Take the work
out of looking
for work.
Turn to the Murray Ledger 8z Times.
Each week we list dozens of job opportunities for you.
You save time tracking down job leads since most employers
realize the value of classified advertising.
It also means you stand a much better
chance of finding the job you want.
If you need slob turn to the No. 1
Job Guide in this area.
The Murray Ledger & Times...
"We tate the work out of looking for work."

By The Associated Press
Last year's NCAA Division
1-AA football champion
Eastern Kentucky didn't get
much respect from crosstate
rival Kentucky State, but the
Colonels still managed to
fashion a narrow 24-21 nonconference victory in the

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
CALL 753-1916

Values Galore
During
Pot-O-Gold Weekend
This Weekend

Getting settled
made simple.

MP dempo 4414444.4.4.4.14.• •
'111~141151114411:0 41,44r

•4144

the

Murray Ledger ik Times

k
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MCMA Membership Drive Underway
performed in English by the Western
Opera Theatre.
All of the performances will be held in
Lovett Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
Tickets can be obtained at the Bank
of Murray or by writing the MCMA at
1010 Westgate Drive, Murray. Prices
are $17.50 for adults, $8.50 for students,
and $40 for an entire family.

The Murray Civic Music Association
launched its annual membership drive
Sunday evening at a kickoff reception
at the Bank of Murray. Norinne Winter,
president, announced the schedule of
concerts planned for the 1980-81 seasbn,
and thanked members of the board of
directors and contributors for their support during the past year.
According to Mrs. Winter, the MCMA
will present four concerts this season.
The first, on Sept. 25, will feature internationally known cellist Leonard
Rose.
Duo-pianists Anthony and Joseph •
Paratore will be featured in the second
concert, op Oct. 20.
In time for the holiday season, the
third production is a musical version of
Charles Dickens' classic,"A Christmas
Carol," on Dec. 8.
Concluding the season will be a fully
staged production of Donizetti's
popular opera, "The Elixier of Love,"

Pat Kiesow, Pat Sieber, Pat Weatherly,
Marjorie Major, Barbara Brandon,
Hattie Kopperud, Jo Oakley, Maxine
Clark, Emily Wolfson, Helga Keller,
Muriel Baar,Evelyn Jones, Dot Mason,
Rubie Smith, Faye McConnell, Jo Curris, Barbara Erwin, Margaret Porter
Boone, Rainey Apperson, Pauline
Parker, Shirley Johnson, Madge
Dinguid, Alice Koenecke, Jean Lindsey, Jane Warden Smith, Ann Uddberg,
Ella Mae Quertermous and Ann Herron.
Persons interested in obtaining
tickets can do so by contacting any of
the volunteer workers.
Mrs. Winter urged area residents to
get their season tickets as sdon as possible. She also encouraged members to
add small contribution to the price of
the ticket, which can be used by Civic
Music to receive matching funds under
the Governor's Challenge Grant program.

Many Murray residents will be involved in the membership drive,
soliciting past members and contacting
potential new ones. Teams of
volunteers have been organized to canvas the city. Team captains will include
Doris Cella, Jackie Conley, Jean Hurt,
Sue Overbey, Cecelia Brock, Martha
Cook and Paul Shahan.
Volunteering their time to help in the
drive will be Philis Alvic, Peggy Billington, Blanche Titsworth, Margaret
Trevathan, Beryl Whaley, B.J. Berrill,

74
O

Mrs. Norinne Winter, MCMA president

L

17

.
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Mrs. William (Susan) Hart

"A Christmas Carol" is scheduled Dec.8

Donizetti's Opera
"The Elixier
of Love
Will Conclude
The MCMA Season

Leonard Rose will open the season Sept. 25.

James Weatherly (right) and his wife, Pat (left), talk about MCMA acvities
with Dr. Bill Payne(second from left) and Ron Cella.
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Mrs. Gaylord Forrest and Dr. Dan Miller discuss the upcoming season.
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Developer Not Winning Many Friends
By CLAIRE SIMMONS
nutter of about 100 permanent
Associated Press Writer
hotel residents.who want to
MILWAUKEE(API-Irish halt the building's conversion.
immigrant Oliver Plunkett But preliminary construction
came to Milwaukee 10 years began last week, tenants'
ago, selling Dale Carnegie vows notwithstanding.
courses on how to win friends.
The fight began when
He has precious few these tenants on the sixth floor,
to be
days at the Knickerbocker on converted first, received
the
the Lake Hotel.
eviction notices. Plunkett
Plunkett, now a real estate later verbally retracted the
developer worth more than $11 notices and told residents they
million, owns the Knicker- would merely be moved to
bocker, many of whose another apartment while their
residents are elderly. In July, units are being refurbished.
some of those residents got 30He also told residents they
day eviction notices - could continue renting the
Plunkett planned to turn the apartments and _would be
graceful East Side hotel into given first option to buy the
condominiums.
condominium units, as re"We may have 90-year-old quired by state law.
bodies, but we've got 40-yearBut residents contend
old minds and we're going tc Plunkett has failed to put his
stop it,- 65-year-old Esther promises in writing. Many say
Jepson says from her that even if they stay on, they
wheelchair.
fear rent increases will force
Miss Jepson heads a corn- them out:"
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(SST! WAKE UP, SIR!
L(OU'RE MISSING
THE HISTORY LESSON..

Residents of the eight-story,
200-apartment hotel scoff at
Plunkett's offer to sell them
condominiums. A onebedroom apartment that now
rents for up to $375 a month
would be sold as a condominium for $25,000 to
$40,000, according to Plunkett.
Miss Jepson said a 90-yearold woman who lives at the
Knickerbocker told her,"Who
would buy a condominium?"
"If she moves out... Well,
some of the other places take
about 7 to 10 years to get into.
She'll be playing a harp by
then," Miss Jepson said.
"The only real estate most
of us plan to acquire is a
cemetery lot," Knickerbocker
resident Audrea Swift said in a
letter to the editor of The
Milwaukee Journal.
Daily newspaper and television stories have thrust
Plunkett into the limelight.

At a recent Mass at a
downtown church, when a
priest criticized the condominium
development,
Plunkett strode out of his pew,
faced the congregation and
defended his plans.
Plunkett, who still speaks
with a faint brogue, defends
the conversion as constructive
rather than destructive. He
says the 52-year-old building
needs repairs and that selling
apartments as condominiums
will help finance the estimated
Al million renovation.
"I'm not really all that interested in making money,"
he said. "I want the accomplishment of developing
the East Side, of making it
what it used to be. When I look
back down the beach at where
I've been, I want to be able to
see footprints."
He's already made some
footprints. Although Knicker-

Accidents Claim Five
By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents during the
weekend in Kentucky claimed
five lives, according to state
police.
The deaths raised the state's
traffic death toll for the year
to 523, compared with 607
through Sept. 7 last year.
Officers said James Glenn
Woods, 30, of Frankfort died
Friday night when a train
struck his motorcycle at, a
Kentucky 421 railroad crossing in Frankfort.
Friday night, Denzel L.
Wells, 16, of Fordsville was
killed when the car he was

Appeal For Blood
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)A weekend accident in
Louisville resulted in an appeal for 0-negative blood to
help a policeman's wife and
more than 100 people responded,officials reported.
Patricia Bevens, 28, and her
husband Alton W. Bevens Jr.,
29, a Louisville police officer,
were injured when the motorcycle they were riding was
struck by a hit-and-run driver
Saturday.
Mrs. Bevins was reported in
serious condition early today
at University Hospital and her
husband in satisfactory condition at Jewish Hospital.

HOW LONE DID I
SLEEP, MARCIE?

driving overturned on Bells
Run [toad in Ohio county,
some four miles east of the
community of Bells Run,state
police said.
Roy Fannie Jr., 4, of Rush
was killed Saturday when the
car in which he was riding and
another vehicle collided in
Boyd County on
60 near
Coalton, police said.
Johnny Jones, 43, of
Anheville, Ohio, was killed
Saturday when his motorcycle
ran off Kentucky 468 in Pike
County at Hatfield, officers
said.
David Meyer, 26, of
Florence was killed in a twovehicle accident Saturday
night in Boone County, state
police said. The crash occurred on U.S. 25 lust north of Industrial Road in Florence, officers said.

Celebration Honors
Col. Sanders'Birthday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API Col. Harland Sanders has been
a philanthropist for years and
he wasn't about to stop the giving on his 90th birthday.
A three-day party for
Sanders began Friday on
Louisville's
riverfront
Belvedere, where Kentucky
Fried Chicken Corp., the corn-

7FROM

HENRY THE
FOURTH TO HENRY
THE SIXTH

I MUST BUY
AUNT FRITZI A
BIRTHDAY
PRESENT

I'VE TRIED
EVERYTHING
TO GET Him
MOVING

HAVE
YOU TRIED
OVNAM ITE
"?!

WHAT MAKES YOU
THINK WE WERE
ARGUING?

HE LEFT PART OP HIS)
CIGAR IN YOUR LEFT
EAR

7t1te
gg
Sir

BUT HE
HELPS US.

rAlE MAN-EATER „,
ABOUT ro CHAR6E„,

bocker residents and sympathizers regard Plunkett as a
villain, others see him as the
classic ragsto-riches hero.
His investments on the East
Side include two dozen commercial, office and apartment
buildings and condominiums.
He bought the Knickerbocker
in 1978.
He and his wife, Monica,
who have eight children ranging in age from 3 to 20, also
own a resort hotel on a sevenacre island just off St. Croix in
the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Knickerbocker residents,
buoyed by offers of free legal
aid and support of local East
Side churches, are threatening legal action to halt the conversion.
They argue the conversion
will destroy the character of
the Knickerbocker as a
residential hotel for the elderly.
"When Mr. Plunkett bought
the Knickerbocker Hotel, he
also bought a particular concept of hotel life - a residential hotel for the elderly," said
the Rev. James Leech, dean of
the All Saints' Episcopal
Cathedral.
Leech said the conversion
plan has affected the physical
and mental health of some of
his parishioners who live at
the hotel.
"This is like home to a lot of
residents," said Edward
Zeiss, 48, an insurance
salesman, an eight-year tenant.
"Many of them sold their
homes to come here to live for
the rest of their lives. Here
they can have a lot of independence, they can come
and go when they please, they
can stay up until 2 or 3 in the
morning.watching a movie on
television," said Zeiss.
-They couldn't do that in a
nursing home."

/

KEEP
CLIMBING_

pony Sanders founded, sponsored the Bluegrass Music
Festival of the United States.
People flocked by the
thousands to listen to some 22
entertainment groups, including Bluegrass patriarch
Bill Monroe and festival
headliner Emmylou Harris.Sanders was cheered
Saturday afternoon by the
crowd as he lit a sparkler to ignite a symbolic candle on an 8foot-high birthday cake, which
had a giant bucket of his
chicken for a base and a
sculpture of himself for a top.
Then the crowd sang "Happy Birthday" to him.
"It can't help but be a happy
birthday, with all these people
here," he told them. They applauded.
At the cake-cutting, Sanders
announced that KFC stores
had raised $025,000 for the
March of Dimes, mostly during a July 4th of July weekend
campaign.
Sanders is national chairman of the March of Dimes.
He said the money raised
was $200,000 more than the
stores had raised by this time
last year. He said he was
disappointed. Maybe it would
have been more if he hadn't
been in the hospital, he said.
Five-year-old Missy Jablonski of St. Louis, this year's national March of Dimes poster
child, handed the colonel the
small piece of cake he had cut.
"They don't allow me to eat
cake," he said. "Everything I
eat turns to diabetes." Then
he ate the piece of cake.
During a brief hospital stay
last June, it was discovered
that Sanders had acute
leukemia. But last week,
Sanders' doctors announced
that the leukemia was in
remission.
"Well, I expected it,"
Sanders said. "It isn't me. It's
my doctor and the good Lord
that's taking Care of this for
The highlight of the eighth
annual festival was Harris'
concert Saturday night.
Louisville police estimated attendance at the concert at
75,000.
Before the ccincert, Phyllis
George Brown, wife of Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
led the crowd in singing "Happy Birthday" to the colonel
again.
New Horizon, a six-piece
Bluegrass band from Mount
Ornibington...Ky- won $2,500.
and a recording contract
Saturday in a contest with five
other groups from Indiana,
Ohio, Virginia, Illinois and the
state of Washington.
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2. Notice

2. Notice
Bible facts free Store for the
needy 759 4600

10'Bus. Opportunity
Have a highly profitable and
beautiful Jean Shop of your
own Featuring the latest in
leans, Denims and Sportswear
$16,500 includes beginning inventory, fixtures and training
You may have your sture open
in as 15 days Call any time for
Marie Crow 205-881-7441

For all your Coal needs
call Pat Hackett
Office 753-0231
Home 753-4431

Order wood
Early Before
Bad Weather f
Call 753.5648
after 4 p.m.

13. For Sale or Trade

0000000050
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The Navy
Medical Team.
good to get
ced.44
re looking for chalIf you

lenge and excitement in your
medical career, Navy Medicine is a great place to start.
When you choose Navy,
you become part of one of the
most highly respected medical teams in the country. And

you can take advantage of
some unique travel and professional opportunities.
As a Navy officer and
medical professional. you'll
find our salaries generally
comparable with those in private practice. Plus,: you get
extra benefits like medical
and dental care, opportunities
for advanced study, and 30
days' earned-vacation a year
with pay
To find

out more about
our first-rate medical team,
send in the coupon today. Or
c5II us at 800-841-8000
I'd.like.to know more about the Navy
Medical Team.
Physician et0M)
Nurse(OW
Dentist(0Di

Medtcai Serv.,
Corps (071

Name
S,roet

S.mte

1,0

Phor
Bo.
Spe,alty
Mad ix
Nary Opportunely informatton Center
PO Box 2000
Pelham Marmot NY 10803

LEATHER REPAIR. Call 753
9736
CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your od to appear
on the dote you specify you must
adhere to the following deadlines.
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to oppeor in the next days
paper, with the exception of ads
to start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by.
10 a.m.on Saturday.
To have an ad cancelled before
publication you will need to contact us by 8 a.m, that
morning
in order for it not to
appear in
that days edition.

01

12th 8 Poplar
753 1 22/
CL.9 9

LP 1.11 (LP iLLSULD

753 8198

M & G Complete Glass Company has a complete line of
glass. We do all types of glass
repair and replacement work,
such as storm windows and
doors; auto glass plate and window glass, plexiglass patio
doors and store front work,
glass table tops and mirrors cut
to all sizes and shapes. Also
picture framing. Come by 816
Coldwater Road or call 7530180 or after 5 pm, 753-2798.
What we do best is care
Needline, 153-6333.

For
every,

Box spring and Mattress, Beauty Rest, queen size, very clean,
good condition. $200 or best
offer. Call 753-3825.

BOYS & GIRLS
no age limit
Back to school money. Part
time work. Available immediately one week only
earnings
•tremendous
Special meeting at the
Sirloin Stockade, Wednesday, Sept. 17th. cm 6 PM
sharp! Parents welcome.
Not connected with the
Sirloin Stockade. No phone
calls please. Don't miss
this meeting!

RN Skilled nursing supervisor,
7-3 shift, competitive salary
and benefits. Apply in person
between 8-4, N.H.E. Nursing
Home, 501 North Third,
Paducah. KY.

Day care in my home. Exderienced and references. Call
753-9834 for appointment.

CARTER STUDIO

14. Want To Buy

Found. Gray kitten in Bel-Air A. Good used heavy duty den furCenter. 753-1311.
niture. Call 437-4155.
Lost: Male Irish Setter, adult,
Used piano, any style, almost
has broken lower canine and
any condition Call collect
reset front left leg. Wearing
(601)454-3369
brown collar with tags. Two
Want to buy standing timber.
year old misses him very much.
Will look at all tracts approxIf found please call 753-8987.
imately 20 acres and up. 753Male, black, part
Lost
5592.
Labrador. Lost in vicinity of
Wanted to buy: Small trailer to
Southwest school. Child's pet.
haul lawn mower. 753-9240.
Reward! 753-6855 or 7591987.
Want to buy: Small acreage
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
6TITe iTiWited
road frontage on paved road.
City water. Also need lot in
HELP WANTED
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
The Navy has positions
pm.
available for mechanics,
welders, electricians, and elec15. Articles For Sale
tronics trainees. No experience
necessary. Tull pay while trainDorm size refrigerator. Call
ing. Call 753-6439 or toll free
753-2432.
1-800-841-8000.
30" Electric range, $95. Riding
lawn mower, $100. Phone 7-53-Earn $50 per hundred secur4486.
ing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply: "HomeworkersFur coats, leather clothing,
S12A". Box 94485, SchaumPendleton and Hudson Bay
burg, IL 60194.
blankets, dress gloves, powder
horns, beads, etc. Many items
Need someone to board an
hand made. Place your
Irish Setter and puppy temChristmas order early. Call 753porarily. Call 759-1057
9736.
$180 Per week part time at
For sale. Apples and damsonhome. Webster. America's
sons. Call 153-4725, Floyd
foremost dictionary company
McKinney.
needs home workers to update
local mailing lists. All ages, exLike new Sears sewing
perience urmecessary. Send
machine, only used twice.
name, address, phone number
Sears t.v., like new, black and
to Webster, 1644 Bayview,
white. Used refrigerator. $25.
Call 435-4521
Suite 1101-454 U. Toronto. Ontario. Canada M4G 3C2.
16. Home Furnishings

Will watch child or
children in my home in
Panorama Shores area
between the hours of
6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Call 436-259L

Copying of old photo - a
speciality at:

C

Fur coats, leather clothing.
hand made. Call 753-9736,

5. Lost and Found

9. Situation Wanted

FOR RENT
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 707 Olive.
Call after 4 p.m. 7530176.

304 Main

Starks

Hardware

For sale or trade Commercially
zoned building on corner lot
with high traffic load Excellent location in city. Property zoned for any type business.
and is presently rented Owner
will consider trade for farm,
residence property, or rental
property. Send replies to P.O.
Box 32 N.
1977 Massey Ferguson 235
diesel, will trade for car or
truck. Call 759-1703.

Experienced carpenter needs
work. 753-3401.
Will babysit in my home at
Almo Heights. Phone 1536550.

For sale. Hotpoint washer,
$250. Call 435-4193.
16 Foot upright G.E. freezer.
$200. Call.753-5463 or 7530144.
For sale: 2 baby beds in good
condition, $25 each. Call 7538006 after 6 pm.
Frigidare washer, good condition, $125. Call 437-4836 after
5 pm.
Green washer and dryer, stack
'em, $200. Call after 5 pm.
753-6874.
Living room chair, pale lime
green. Call 753-5057.
Refrigerators for sale. Call 7530762.
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New Eureka Industrial vacuum
cleaner, retail cost is $250.
Must sell, make an offer. 7594
1207.

One
down

19. Farm Equipment
4400 John Deere combine. 13'
floating cutting bar, 261 hours.
23.1x26 Rice and Cane tires.
$24,500. Call 753-3966 or
753-1389.
Tobacco scaffold wagons. 2
tiers wide, 24' long. Phone
886-6029, Hopkinsville

20. Sports Equipment

SITUATION
WANTED

Custom made rifle cases,
holsters, and belts. Call 7539736.

22. Musical
Silver Signet trumpet excellent condition, $150 Call
between 930-5 00 and ask for
Debbie

DEALERSHIP AVAILABLE
Nationally known company is now looking for dealers in Murray and surrounding
area. If you are tired of the everyday 9 to 5 job and ready to give your family
the
finer things in life you are just a phone call away.

DEALER OPPORTUNITY
FIRST YEAR
$65,000 or BETTER
Minimum Investment $4000 secured by Inventory and training. For more information coil:

MR. HAMRICK
1-901668-3726
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
4

Do yi
you
at tf
only.
cond
Ches

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Will take care of elderly or sick
person. 527-9073.

Will do office or house
cleaning. Experienced.
Send name, address and
phone number to Box
32P.

Chin
pipe
$29
$29.
Hard

Small
apart
Two
rent;
dishk
and r
no p
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per n
Two
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
23. Exterminating

33. Rooms for Rent

46. Home-sior &ale-

Girls rooms for rent, one block
from University 753-1812 or
759-4909

z
s tiatiND

34. Houses For Rent

By owner 2 story apartment
house Ideal investment for
young married couple Owner
will finance with small down
payniefit. Call 753-7382 after 5
prn. '
For sale 2 bedroom brick home
on half acre in Lynn Grove, insulated to R-30, gas heat. outbuilding, extremely neat Call
435-4150
For sale 3 bedroom. 2 bath
brick home, 509 Blair. near
MSU and high school Priced in
$60's. Call 753-1485 for appointment.
House for sale, 2 bedrooms.
full walkout basement. Priced
in lower $40's. 1510 Henry.
"Naming hurricanes for males will only make436-5501
the females more competitive."
47. Motorcycles

All electric, furnished, 2
753-1222
bedroom home near hi S U.,
$175 per month, $150 deposit
Call 1539829.
BEAUTIFUL
BUILDING SITE
Phone 753-3914
Five bedroom house for college
Just listed this lovely
girls. Call 753-5865 days, 153corner lot in Camelot
24. Miscellaneous
5108 evenings.
Subdivision just west
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall Five room unfurnished house in
of Murray city limits.
pipe, 6"x30-, $20.99; 8"x30", the country $150 per month
Surrounded by quality
$29.99. Installation kit, 6", 753-3293 after 5 pm
homes and good
$29.99, 8-, $41.99. Wallin Farm
neighbors. This is a
house for rent, city limits
Hardware, Paris, TN.
north, $140 per month, good investment at onDo you have any arts and crafts reference and deposit required
ly $4900. Phone 753you want to sell? Rent a Shelf 492-8634.
1222. Kopperud,for exat the Book Rack September
act location and other
well insulated, modern
Large,
only Rent one shelf, get the seinformation.
cond shelf half price 808 house, city water, 4 miles east.
JUST LISTED
References,
deposit
required.
Chestnut, 753-4821
Attractive 3 bedroom
Couple. No pets. Call 753remodeled home on
43. Real Estate
For sale
Something for 7551.
2,2 acres. Property is
everyone! Call 753-0397
Spacious house one block from
fenced with stocked
Three bedroom home
IBM Selectna, excellent condi- MSU. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
pond and barn for
on li-2 acres with cention, $650 or best offer Call study, living room with
horses, and located
tral heat and air,
436-2625 after 4 pm
fireplace, formal dining room
less than 3 miles from
located NW of Murray.
town. The price is
Wait and burn green wood, or plus eat-in kitchen. Large fencAlso included is a 2 car
yard,
gas
ed
per
heat.
$325
right
too
in
the
$30's.
order now and burn seasoned
shop wired for commonth.
References,
deposit
Phone
any
member
of
wood. Call 436-2758.
pressor. Insulated to
years lease required. Call
the "Home Team" at
27. Mobile Home Sales and
T.V.A. standards.
753-9341.
Kopperud Realty, 753Priced in the $20's.
12x60 Mobile home, central Three bedroom house near
1222 for all the inforheating and air-conditioning. Kentucky Lake at Pine Bluff,
mation.
Nice older home. Comwasher and dryer Call before 6 completely furnished, includes
pletely remodeled. 3
pm at 243 Riveria Courts.
bedrooms, enclosed
washer and dryer. Deposit reporch, gas heat with
I2x52
Schevelle.
Two quired. Call 753-8964.
low utilities. 12' above
bedroom, furnished, air- Two bedroom house for rent,
Purdom 6 Thurman
the ground swimming
conditioned, electric or gas Hazel, available immediately.
insurance IL
pool in back yard. Onheat, $3000. 753-6911 Of 489- One bedroom apartment for
Estate
Real
ly $28,900.
2842.
rent, Hazel, available October
Southside Court Square
Strith Vliftwd
731 3041
28.• Mob. Home Rents 1st. 753-7582.
Murray, Kentucky
WIN Nieuwe. - 733-7474
Messes frees - 4344430
Two
bedroom
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
house in city,
753-4451
Ither - 7314735
near Murray. No pets. 489- deposit and references Call
LAW.Ithiser - 733-1409
Tee,
Shootheeker
•
753-8923
2611.
733-9374
Two bedroom trailers, com- Two bedroom house, furnished, Always wanted a home with
pletely furnished, good condi- close to University. Call 753 small acreage? This is an exMurray Calloway
cellent opportunity because
tion, from $145. Call 753- 1451 between Sand 9 pm.
County Realty
8964.
the'land is highly productive
(302)7534146
37. Livestock-Supplies and the house rs sound. New
Two bedroom mobile home,
304N. 12th St.
Murray, K v. 42071
small well-kept court, one or Custom made bridles, harness, roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
halters,
Thirty-five
moccasons,
acres
with
and
31
chaps.
acres
two persons only. $85. 753Other leather items. Call 753- tendable, 2 in timber. 195 Acre farm
8216.
located on al
Homeplace and buildings oc- weather roe
9736.
in southeas
29. Heating-Cooling
cupy
about
2
acres.
Call
753Milk goats for sale. Call after 5
Calloway County. Cattle and
1492 at Century 21 Loretta cash grain
King automatic wood heater, pm, 436-5655.
with 90 acres
Jobs, Realtors and let us show tillable. Nine
brick lines, cast iron grates and
you this farm today. Located base, tobacco acre tobacco
doors, lift off cook surface top 38. Pets-Supplies
barn, stock barn,
$259.99. Wallin Hardware, AKC minature Schnauzer pup- Lynn Grove area
ample stock water. Excellent 3
Paris.
pies, pedigreed with papers,
bedroom brick home with large
Oakwood Terrace, new 11
/
2
females only. Also stud service
kitchen and family room.
30. Business Rental
story, 4 bedroom 2"7 bath,
by 114" Champion sired male
Shown by appointment only.
dining
room, den
with
Call 435-4481
Call Spann Realty Associates,
fireplace, living room, 2 heat
Mini
753-7724.
pumps, 2 car garage, choose
Basic and Advanced dog obeWarehouse
your own carpet.
dience classes. Breed handling.
tracking, and protection. All
Storage Space
Or. Wens available now Mr. the
breeds and ages. Professional
Veterans Admotostratoon
For Rent
instructor. 436-2858.
753-4758
Four AKC registered female
753-1222
Doberman Pinscher pups.
32. Apts. For Rent
•
L.4
te
Quality bloodline, black and
RI vi ISIA11
All girls apartment for rent, all brown. 7 weeks old. Call after 5
PRICE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
utilities paid. First floor is set Pgi. 489-2317.
REDUCED
up for 3 girls to rent, free t.v. For sale: 2 female wire haired New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
Price just lowered on
on this floor. Upstairs apart- Fox Terrier puppies. AKC baths, brick veneer home.
this extremely attracment is set up for 2 girls. Ad- registered, 6 weeks old. $75. 1621 Keenland Drive. Home
tive 3 bedroom, 2 bath
dress is 1106 Olive St. Call Fulton, 472-3889.
features Olympic size pool,
modern brick home.
753-5320 after 4 pm, or come For sale AKC registered red central heat and air, fireplace,
Home has been comby after 6 pm.
Chow-Chow puppies
pletely remodeled and
354- burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex 8959
has central heat
Thurman
Real Estate, 753apartment. heat pump plus all Wanted: Female German
pump, auxiliary wood
appliances furnished. 753- Shepherd to be bred to male 4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
stove,
central
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
5791 or 753-2649.
humidifier, lovely
Shepherd. Call 759 4809 or
paneling
and
Four bedroom house, 5 miles 474-2346.
$35,000.00!! That's S
wallpaper throughout.
nut, $250 per month. Call after 41. Public Sale
right. There is
Situated on private 13,4
5 pm, 753-9762.
something for sale for h
acres between Murray
Yard sale, Immanuel Lutheran
'lye room apartment in Murray, Church, Friday, September 5th, , $35,000. It's located at g
and Mayfield. A pretty
;love and refrigerator. No 9-5, Saturday, September 6th, i 1659 Ryan and inpicture for pleasant
:hildren or pets. $125. Call 9-3. Furniture and b eludes 3 bedrooms, liv- S
living. $40's. Phone
g
ing
room, kitchen and
436-2625 after 4 pm.
753-1222, Kopperud
miscellaneous. 15th & Main
bath. TVA insulation.
Realty for full-time
Four room apartment, furnish- Streets.
S Nice hedged back yard
real estate service.
ed. Call 492-8727 between 8 42. Home Loans
with outside storage.
COMMERCIAL
pm,- 12 am.
S Within
walking s
PROPERTY
One bedroom apartment near 14' Richline bass boat. motor g distance to MSU.
This
and trailer, $700 or best offer.
4000 Square foot indowntown. Call 753-4109.
should
sell quick, so if
Also Gem Top topper for small
sulated metal building
Small 2 bedroom furnished wheel base truck. $75. Call S you're interested bet- \,
on 1 s acres located on
0
apartment Call 753-3949
R
soon.
ter call
753-5433 after 930 pm
busy highway 4 miles
JOHN SMITH 8 from Murray. Priced
Two bedroom apartment for 43. Real Estate
0
01 below replacement
rent; range, oven, refrigerator,
00
cost,$70's. Phone Kopdishwasher, disposer, washer Or,k) you own your own lot or lot a
7/Z1
a
64/
6
/
2
1
mobile
home? If you do
I.
perud Realty, 753-1222.
and dryer hookup; air, carpet, and
0
/HOMES/
i
OF
We're working hard to
no pets. One year lease and and your family income is R
within
the following adnisted 6
provide the best possi$225 deposit required; $225
1
qualify
ble Real Estate Serper month. Phone 753-2622 or income limits, you may
753-7411
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
vice,
AROUND THE
753-3865.
4 bedroom home. Income
Two bedroom apartment. Call limits are:
Two in family Embassey Apartments, 753$13,500; Three in family NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
4331.
$15,150; Four in family •
209 Walnut stmet
Two apartments for rent, built- $17,900. With today's inflation
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
in appliances, 2 bedrooms. Call and interest rates up, why not
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 730 til 500
753-2437
visit our office today and let us
Prke of
terms
now...753Tree room unfurnished apart- talk
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
ment for older lady. Walking 1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
ter meson., a neese (thls othese(A 731 NM ono awl th NT..<
distance town, grocery, church. Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Nor, helle
Sycamore.
Lease. 753-1299

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control

Ira

OPP,„,EL

•

,........-_,„..-_,....-_,-,-......-.......c,
k
k
k

q
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43. Real Estate

OPP ID
REALTY

753-1222
NEW LISTING
Brand new 3 bedroom,
21,2 bath home on large
landscaped lot in
beautiful
Oaks
Estates. Heat pump;
heat-o-later
in
fireplace; and large
covered patio for summer entertainment
and relaxation. Mid
$70's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
further details.
DESIGNED WITH
DISTINCTION
This home has
everything for comfortable convenient family living. Many
outstanding features
include heat pump,
large and lovely
fireplace in den,
spacious 2-car garage,
3 bedrooms, 2L2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us
describe this impressive home to you!
Upper $60's. PRICE
REDUCED! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. for all the information.

1976 500 Honda, $800. 1971
500 Triumph, some custom
parts. $350. Phone 759-1985
after 4 pm.
Riders leather chaps and
custom leather clothing. afso
miscellaneous items Call 7539736
1980 Yamaha QT-50, used only
3 months, excellent condition,
100 miles per gallon $400
Call 753-0817

48. Auto. Services
Car batteries. 36 month
guarantee. 80 amp. $29.99 exchange 60 month guarantee.
95 amp, $39.99 exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

49. Used Cars

1975 8-210 Datsun, 33,000
miles, 4-speed, one owner. Call
753-0936 atter 5 pm.
1978 Camaro. white exterior,
black interior, 305 V8. power,
air, radio, rally wheels $4275.
CAII 753-1480
1969 Ford Thunderbird.
Mechanically sound, body in
fair condition, would make excellent work car. $400 firm
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
1978 Ford Pinto Runabout.
26,000 actual miles. 4-speed
stick shift, air-conditione0,
radio. Local car. Call 753-5924
or 753-1681.
1965 Mustang. 753-3234 or
751-0114 after 5 pm.
1976 Olds Cutlass, 4-door,
power windows, power locks,
tilt steering, cruise control,
42,000 miles, excellent condiof fertile tion, air-conditioning, vinyl top,
27 Acres
land,, Just right for cattle, only $2650. See on People's
horses, or row cropping. This' Bank Lot. Call Ray Brownfield,
farm
has 22 acres 753-3231 8 AM til 4 PM. 753cleared...highway frontage on 1721 after 4 pm.
94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta 1971 ei •
• Din 753Jobs, Realtors for more infor- 3234
Pm•
mation on this mini-farm.
1973 Pontiac Ventura, 6
cylinder automatic. $895. DatSTROUT REALTY, INC.
sun 620 pickup. $1495. Call
Tie ANN. son, 1000 a, Les's., thee
489-2595.
thneas be,r, ond so Mrts
FARMS • HOMES
1979 T-BIRD LANDAU. 8,000
BUSINESSES
miles, one owner, still under
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
warranty, all power. Call 753• PROPERTY
3921
Listings needed. Offices
1975 Toyota Corolla. 2-door, exCoast to Coast. Buyers
from tverywhere. -Freecellent condition, new tires.
Catalog
Call 759-1337
STROUT REALTY
1912'
CO
'
ld sio ,',"VL'fiIi•
Mursor 5,

186:

50. Used Trucks
1972 Chevy panel truck, low
mileage good condition Inquire at Boone Cleaners 605
Main

St Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

1975 Dodge high top camper
van, $3995. Call 753-5242
evenings
1973 1-100 pickup, power
steering, power brakes, good
condition, $10600 Call 7535463
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800. Call 753-5889
1968 Volkswagen camper van
with pop-top. New motor, good
tires, excellent condition 4892511

53. Services Offered

Driveways white rocked and
graded All kinds of pea gravel
Free estimates Will have bank
gravel and dirt, Tuesday only
Clifford Garrison. 753-5429
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears, 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs.
For appliance repair, refrigeration and small electrical repair
lobs, call Bill Rollins 753
0762

Piano tuning; rebuilding
refinishing Band instruments
new used, complete repairs
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher, 1-444-9972. Call
the professional. 21 years ex
per ience
Painting, paperhanging, corn
mercial or residential. Farm
buildings. etc 20 years ex
penence. Free estimates. 759
1987.

Home improvements Building
cabinets and doing remodeling
and restoration Call 753-8067
after 5 pm
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310 for free estimate.
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24- below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

51. Campers

18' Camper, 1 1/ ton Chevy van
converted to camper Call 753
6206
1975 Concord travel trailer
Self-contained, 24 feet with
air-conditioning and awning
Excellent condition, $4250
Call 753-2913
For sale Camper top for L W B
truck, needs some work, $25.
1966 Starcraft camper trailer,
needs new top. $300 Call 7530935 6 pm til 9 pm
Starcraft Pop
-s 6, excelle
house
and
53 1877 or Licensed electrician Prompt,
753-4 4
efficient service. Qualified for
heating and cooling repairs.
52. Boats and Motors Free
estimate. Call 435-4397
It's a steal! 1978 VIP ski boat.
Electrician and gas inLicinsed
Silver. 85 hp Evinrude. Deluxe
stallation, heating installation
trailer with side rails. Excellent
753-7203
condition. Must sell. Will take and repairs. Call
best offer. Call 247-4483 or Leather repair. If it's leather
we can fix it. Call 753-9736
247-3327 in Mayfield.
- _

p

53. Services Offered

Mobile homes moved. Insured,
state licensed. Unblocked and
No Gimmicks lust Nigh
blocked. Also service work.
Quality And Old fashion SerBenton. 1-527-8740. .
vice -See Us At:
Need work on your trees? ToppCARTER STUDIO
ing, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more Call
304 Main
753.8298
BUYER'S TREE SERVICE for
A complete 'service, washers, professional tree care,' 753dryers. air-conditioners, and 8536.
refrigerators. Call 759-1322. PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
Prompt service.
VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years exClint and Dave's Odd Jobs - Will perience Paducah, KY, 898do odd lobs, including trimm- 3873 or 443-7365
ing and cutting down trees. Painting, carpentry, gutter
carpentry, construction, and work, plumbing. 753-9736.
yard `WOrk.-Fret- esti hialeS,' TOW
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
ROOFIN
Street. Murray. anytime.
(omm•rcial
and
Residential, Shingle
ALUMINUM
and built-up reefs.
SERVICE CO.
References, all work
Aluminum and Vinyl
guaranteed. 759-4512
Siding, Custom Trim
or 759-1859.
Work, References.
753-0689 Day or
Night.

•

CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
7515827.
CARPET
CLEANING.
Guaranteed, References. Free
estimates. 753-9736.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. Charles Barnett.
753-5476
Starting new garbage
route, reliable service
guaranteed. $6.00 per
month.
Call 753-3423

REMODELING REASONABLE
Guaranteed Free estimates
75)-9736
Stop! For all your repair needs
roofing, carpentry. plumbing
and electrical work, look no
morel Call 753-9226 or 7539623. We'll do your lob large or
small All work done to your
satisfaction
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers Tillers Chainsows
Fast Service
Guaranteed
work Wt11 pickup and deliver

753-4364.
Will do painting, 15 years experience. Call 753-8762
anytime.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Cali
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 o
753-6763
Will do plumbing, airconditioning, painting, carpentry. concrete and roofing. 7532211 or 753-9600
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING. Have
your home driveway or parking
lot sealed professionally before
winter. 753-8163.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026.

56. Free Column
Will give away one white German Shepherd. female. 6 months old, and one black female
Poodle, 3 years old. 753-1217

57. Wanted
Room mate wanted. Rivera
Courts. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
share half rent and utilities.
Call 753-9652.

look at this attractive ranch style home set on a
beautiful corner lot on Doran Rood. The lovely three
bedroom home includes a living room, dining room,
large kitchen and a family'room with a fire place for
your enjoyment. The owner has recently installed thick
luxurious carpeting. The economical gas heat will keep
your heating bills to a minimum. This fine home has
over 1700 sq. ft. of living space. The owner has
priced the property at less than $60,000. With this
home you can have immediate possession. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111 Sycamore or call 753-0101
or 753-7531.
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Professional Building
& Remodeling
Professional Painting

Hinman's
753-3151 Rentals

A 0
;It;
041.
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••

Sheriff

753-5131

Ambulance 7534703 callowai county
4; 753-3914 753-1621
753-6952
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Thoro's A Pot-0
Gold hi Murray
This Wo•kond, •
Can You Find It

Reautifally landscaped three bedroom brick home
wit% 2 laths, living resat dining roma combinatims
spacious family room with, fireplace ballt-in latches, with dishwasher and garkage disposal and
refrigerator. Partially floored attic geed for
shwa's. tore car garage with cissocrete
driveway. Central heat and air. Located in nice
notyleberlieed wear Nherray Nigh at 1712 Plainview Iv. Low 60's. For more infermation tall 753.
393..
•

•,. .

ALMO HEIGHTS
Clean as a button, 2
it
bdrm, home, hardwood floors, new
carpeting, remodeled
. ..
Fire
..
kitchen with ap- .t.
11
polite -Apliances, large utility . •
911
:„/1;
911 :
- 11::
room. Big lot with
?`; Free Estimates
753-9736
Guaranteed Work
.
trees and a nice
garden
spot.
:iilk.
Free
Economical gas heat.
Murray-Calloway ill
Termite Inspection
$23,900.
County Hospital ;It.
HEY,LOOK
At.
T41-:,
Flies, Roaches,
ME OVER
Brand-New listing at tIt•t Silver Fish & Shrubs
1205 Melrose. Im.:III
Nona., rardloN. net., UMW,
Kelley's Termite
maculate 3 bedroom '
pow., 664 concrete feels esM
le
& Pest Control
.ft.
B.V. economical eleci
100S. 13th St.
tric B.B. heat, air conk:
'M
Murray,
Ky.
ditioner, range,
E.
.
refrigerator, disposal,
Rescue Squad ;it;
802 N. lath Street
draperies included,
Ittastefully decorated
Murray
Attached garage, pav?.: :•:
:
ed driveway, fenced "a:
Radio Cab
backyard. Good
IlCR Y'Si
Company
neighborhood, quiet
"Ili
street. In 30's.
e
sit; CUSTOM KITCHEN
Qualify Service
CABINETS & CUSTOM
75
;le WOODWORKING, .
Company "
44. Lots For Sale
Heating and Ai___
t,7
,. .
1 •INISTINI MILT 3118111111111
Conditioning Soles
$400 for lot number 118 ciop tillt •CIISTONI MU OMEN
6 am -Midnight
pie Hollow brut number 2
Soles And Service '
"Chimney Sweeping
CABINETS
7 Days A Week
Modern Sheet Metal
124 miles from Murray off of
in the fin. *id
753-5940
.,-,
;
4
Phone 753-5351
Highway 280 1-812-853-8041
& Service Departments.
•
tradition"
Water front lot at Pine Bluff for 143
or 753-5352
753-9290
1212 MAIN
Business434273
1
sale or trade for late model car
.4
1:3;37.4r4:4:4
Call 435-4358
1:
1 •41:110:474,43,:iii,,*"„ir. O...C.O.:*:.....:**.:40.:*::"..*..*....4g:".4:,:t4,

MAGIC HAT

4."

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
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1 Deaths & Funerals
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I

Chamber Music Series To Be Presented

Funeral Services
Mrs. Jones Dies
Sunday; Funeral Is Held Sunday For
Scheduled Tuesday James Boyce Jones
irr.4

By MSU Music Department Faculty

The series of the two
The Murray State Universiwas
ty Music Department Faculty chamber music concerts
ago
will present the annual initiated serveral years
Chamber Music Series beginn- for the purpose of introducing
ing Tuesday. Sept. 9, at 8:15 new music faculty to the
p.m. in the Farrell Recital University community. Returalso
Hall located on the second ning faculty members are
confloor of the Price Doyle Fine presented and on the first
cert, Dr. James McKeever,
Arts Complex.

number of years in the Crittenden County School System
and has performed with the
Lexington and Owensboro
Symphony Orchestras. He has
been chosen a finalist for the
past two years at the
Heldenleben International
Horn Competition. Presently
he is continuing doctoral
studies at Indiana University.
On Tuesday, he will perform
the Haydn D Major Concerto,
No. 1.
Ms. Casey is a native of Cincinnati, Ohio and recently
tenure
Soviet agent — not Oswald — completed a two year
y,
is buried in the small plot at at Moorhead State Universit
Moorhead, Minn. She holds
Rose Hill Burial Park.
Cleveland
The author of "The Oswald degrees from the
Case
File" contends an agent nam- Institute of Music and
y.
ed Alex James Hiddell assum- Western Reserve Universit
through
ed Oswald's identity when She has concertized
for
Oswald was in the Soviet the midwest and is noted
clinics and
conducting
Union in 1958.
Eddowes contends it was workshops in string pedagogy.
the
Hiddell who killed President Ms. Casey will perform
3
John F. Kennedy as he rode Brahms D minor Sonata, No.
through Dallas in a motorcade on Tuesday evening.
Alsop is presently working
Nov. 22, 1963. The man accusdoctoral program at Inhis
shot
was
Kennedy
killing
ed of
University after comdiana
by
later
days
to death two
pleting the master of music
nightclub owner Jack Ruby.
degree there. He holds a
bachelor of music education
from the University of
1-41.ces of stocks of local interest alit
am.(ST today formatted to The Murray
Evansville where he was a
Ledger k Times by First of Michigan
member of the Evansville
Corp.,of Murray,
+0.51
Philharmonic Orchestra for
Industrial Average
Air Products
six years. Alsop has taught in
5%-64
American Motors
38% unc
public schools and has extenAshland
554-64
American Telephone
sive performing experience,
9%+
Chrysler
4
2948+,
including two years with the
Ford Motor
134. unc
GA F
U.S. Navy Show Band, and
71%-t4
General Dynamics
$3% unc
lead trumpet with "The Sound
General Motors
4-4
20,
General Tire
nk.A. Gathering" show band.
Goodrich
1664+%
Alsop will perform Concert
Goodyear
40+64
GulfDO
by Arutunian on the
Scherzo
.
1864+1
Hardees
2+4
/
311
Tuesday program which is
Heublein
61364 unc
I.B.M
free of charge and open to the
23..b, 23a
Jerico
public.
Kmart
-no Stade
Kuhn's Big K
The next Faculty Recital in
295 unc
Pennwalt
this series will be on Tuesday
Quaker Oats
3764-64
Texaco
Sept., 16, at 8:15 p.m. in the
unc
U.S. Tobacco
19b, 1940
Farrell Recital Hall.
Wendy.'s

Casey,
pianist, will perform Chopin's by Marie Taylor; Arnie
by Dr.
b minor Scherzo. Kay Gardner violinist, accompanied
Alsop,
Bates, mezzo-soprano, will McKeever and James
ied by
perform two Italian Arias, ac- trumpet, also accompan
companied by Dr. Judyth Mrs. Taylor.
Matlick comes to MSU from
Leppmann, returning pianist.
he
New faculty members to be Indiana University where
of music
featured are: Eldon Matlick, received his master
a
French Hornist, accompanied degree. He has taught for

James Boyce Jones of HarMrs. Fannie Alice Jones,
widow of Sly Jones, died Sun- din died Friday at the Cedar
day at 2:39 a.m at the Crest Senior Citizens Home,
Western Baptist Hospital, Calvert City. He was 78 years
Paducah. A resident of 302 of age.
The deceased was a retired
East 10th Street, Benton, she
employee of the paint departwas 71 years of age.
Company,
The deceased was a retired ment of the Tappan
was a
Self employed dress shop Murray Division, and
Unity
operator in Michigan. She was member of the
GUEST SPEAKER-Robert
rian
a member of the First Baptist Cumberland Presbyte
Bonner,
evangelist,
Church, Benton and Benton Church.
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Who Is Burled In The Grave?

Oswald Controversy Continues

;

WKU Regents
Approve Revised
University Budget

Students Back At UMass
After Water Shortage

Charles B. Hinman
Dies; Funeral To
Be Held, Church

livestock Market

Stock Market.

Fire Damages
Upstairs Apartment

Robert Williams
Dies Sunday With
Funeral Tuesday

Court Jury
Convicts Beane
On Charge

Hog Market

Values Galore
During
Pot-O-Gold Weekend
This Weekend

flik4t
Aki

Why Grannie

"me Runninj WIGGIN'S FURNITURE

"HOW COULD ANYONE
MISS SUCH A SALE?"

Big Semi-Annual Wall To Wall Sale
Starts Wednesday Aug. 10th 8:30 A.M.

Artist To Present Slide-lecture Tonight
Internationally known artist
Osvaldo Viteri from Quito,
Ecuador, will present a slidelecture in the meeting room of

the Calloway County Public
Library tonight at 7 p.m. There
is no charge and the public is invited.

..ismimaom•etty Allow

The price and quality is what counts now a
days.

200 Lamps

1 • •
117
1

Bedding at the lowest possible prices, king,
queen, regular or twin.
1978 OLDS

•
•

Cutlass Solon 2 dr , p.s., p.b., oir, custom interior,
vinyl top, rally wheels, S/B rod. tires, 55.000 mi.
54900.00. 90 do. Used Car Mech. Protection included
•
in this price.

i Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,,inc.
•
..
. • Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

ilit
•
•

if
641 So&w
733-2617
5w o1.igrzaiv:41Friewy..410• •
Ilegl_.__.1.
:
S•-.1

We have gun cabinets, clocks, currios,
desks, bookcases, end tables, magazine
buckets, and even baby cribs.

1 2 Price
/

Over 40 bedroom suites - Pine, Cherry, Oak
& Maple.

f

Wiggin's will be closed all day
Monday and Tuesday marking
prices down!

Dining Room Suites in Maple, Pine, Oak,
even some with glass tops.
•
What's On Sale, Everything AHOYer This Big
24,000 Sq. Ft. Store.

The store is crowded, hot and
dusty, but what the heck you're
looking for low prices and quality
and Wiggin's has both.

GS
WI
FURNITURE CO.
.ROUTE 2, MURRAY, KY.
21/2 Mi.N.on U.S.641- Benton Rd.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

-7
•

Over 300 sofas, love seats and chairs. All
on sale!

76 Recliners, Berkline, Flexsteel,
Barcolounger, in vinyl Herculon, and nylon
covers.

20 big used metal office desks in good
stiape!
We Sell You Haul
The Price And Quality Is What Counts These
Days.

